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itors-in-Chief
Janet Halligan
J. Greg Ozar
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND 1971 GRIST

I want to offer the 1971 graduating class a message on the theme "The Student." My most meaningful learnings
about students have come from personal and direct relationships with students as a friend, parent, teacher, and now
university president. Accordingly, I find it difficult to make profound generalizations about young people; they are
far more unique and individualistic than they are uniform and categorizable. I am sometimes amazed and always sad
dened by the occasionally blatant disregard by some persons of the extreme heterogeneity of students at the Univer
sity of Rhode Island. Students do not talk alike, dress alike, study and play alike any more than do faculty, administra
tors, or other groups of persons in the community at large. It is a rare day when students agree on a single issue; and
almost never do all students agree on the same issue at the same time. Consequently, I must also raise my eyebrows
when any person, be a student leader or one of the so-called "silent majority" attempts to speak for students en
masse.
Our students come from diverse backgrounds. They are individuals apart from any summary characteristics except,
perhaps, the commitment to complete certain academic requirements. However, we can speculate on how students
in the Class of 1971 are "statistically" different from students of perhaps ten years ago. As a group, you are differ
ent sociologically in that you represent a broader spectrum of the social and economic structure of the United
States. Due to the broadening base of participation in higher education, we have obtained an extremely complex
amalgamation of personalities, interests, and abilities in our student population at the University of Rhode Island.
Faculty are agreed that the student of today has been exposed to many more experiences and discussions than those
of past generations. I have found students to be more worldly and broadly knowledgeable than students of past gen
erations.
There have been strong social reasons or pressures for students to attend college since World War II. The goals of
these students are not always directed toward intellectual enrichment. Too many students have attended and are at
tending the University because they are sold on the idea they can make more money as a college graduate. I am
hopeful that the "learning for earning" philosophy will become secondary to the goal of intellectual fulfillment. We
seem to be experiencing a trend toward higher wages for persons in the technical and specialized labor areas which
could help youiig people increasingly make non-college educational and career decisions.
The most obvious change in students has been in the psychological areas of new awarenesses and expectations
around the youth culture as separate from the rest of society. It goes without saying that youth and more particularly
college-age youth are making distinctive, confronting, and shockingly controversial contributions to our forms of
dress, language, and manners of relating and using our leisure. College-age youth seem generally satisfied to create
and perpetuate their culture quite apart from what is traditional and acceptable to their parents of whom I am
one.
I am often asked why in the world I would want to be a university president under prevailing circumstances. Let me
tell you why, in terms of two recent, meaningful experiences with students. The first was a comical greeting card sent
anonymously by a group of students during semester break. The students were on a skiing vacation in Vermont and
wrote a "thinking of you" message as they were unwinding and relaxing after a trying Fall semester; that doesn't
happen often in a modern American university. Then there was the tiny box of candy left on our doorstep in mid-Feb
ruary by a sorority with a Valentine message for Shirley and me. These are the experiences which cause me to look
warmly and enthusiastically toward you and the University of Rhode Island.
As students graduating this Spring, you have probably spent much time in both looking back and looking forward. I
will not attempt at this point in time to influence your dreams and hopes for the future. I would only hope that you
will always look back on your years at the University of Rhode Island as a time when you gained intellectual and moral
strength for the long road ahead.
Werner A. Baunn
"If we don't know what the young are thinking about,
we don't know anything."
Margaret Mead
Margaret Mead, world renowned anthropologist,
graciously spent the fall semester lecturing at the
University of Rhode Island. Although generally well
received. Dr. Mead was the object of some criticism.
Dr. Mead was criticized by some members of the out
side community for her controversial views on con
temporary society. Rare and somewhat erroneously,
Dr. Mead was also criticized by members of the col
lege community.
Dr. Mead was brought to URI by the Alumni Associa
tion's Distinguished Professorship Award to lecture
the pre-arranged Sociology course: Cultural Behavior
and the Environment. Investigation revealed that Dr.
Mead was not satisfied with the course structure or
the reading, (not to mention the rented limousine and
chauffeur).
Students legitimately complained that informal con
tact with Dr. Mead outside the classroom was rare.
Most of Dr. Mead's free time had been scheduled by
her employers for luncheons and public relation ap
pearances. Phillip Leis, Sociology Department Chair
man at Brown, stated the situation quite aptly; "Hav
ing her at URI is a stroke of genius . . ."
Dr. Mead attracted the public attention and interest
URI desperately needs. Unfortunately, the students
were left with the bitter-sweet taste of what URI
could be and what it is today . . .
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The grill In the Ram's Den closes at
5:30 because no one likes to eat after
that hour: the Pub opens at 6:00 because
everyone likes to drink after six or so:
there Is a halt-hour break to allow rest
from these favorite pastimes.
Tuitions and education taxes support military
instruction on campus, and indirectly, the war
effort; these tuitions arid taxes also help sup
port radic-lib professors and students, radi
cal-list guest speakers, and bus rides to Wash
ington, and directly the anti-war effort; they
also pay university administrators to insure
the above's continuance. As always, it is the
unsuspecting student who loses.
And why shouldn't he? hie is saturated with
inconsistencies, yet persists in absorbing
more. It is he who reads the shock-statistics
Barry Solomon employed in drawing state
wide attention to the abortion and venereal
disease problems at URI; and, it is the same
he who reads with but minor discomfort Dr.
Baum's observation that the statistics are
about right for a university of our size. On the
one hand. Dr. Baum, if you will remember, de
manded that Solomon substantiate the fig
ures; on the other, he himself does so. Baum's
demand betrayed the statistic's significance;
his observafion Implied their insignificance.
It is he again, while we have him about the
neck, who allows the Off-ROTC faction to
argue that classes in the likes of Military
Science are incompatible with the university's
academic purposes (In essence, that such
courses exceed the domain of academic free
dom); and, who allows the same faction to
claim the would-be cancellation of a course
on revolution as a violation of academic free
dom, hie then may have read SMC president
Zarchen, the football team, and a selfish
sense of priorities. It was In the face, and ap
parently at the expense, of an Imperative
$500 need of our tennis team that the foot
ball team was housed in a motel the night be
fore a home game for $400. In another in
stance, athletic-related priorities were ques
tioned by the meager demonstration which
met the dedication ceremony of the Tootell
gymnasium. Though we need more classrooms
Paul Crowley's reported opinion that ROTC
was retained in the fall referendum due to the
pro-ROTC campaign evidently believing
the presentation of both sides to be unfair.
Enough. Neither the Issues nor our student is
of much consequence so far, you will say; (I
will say that everything contributes). In fact,
that was the point of former Beacon editor
Bruce Daniels' swan-essay entitled "Nothing
ness You Deserve It."
Nothingness indeed! We are not so fortu
nate. We have the packaged comedy of
and dining halls, we build swimming pools.
In addition to the financial is the academic
immunity of the athletic department. Last
year the department paid an hourly wage for
a tutor to help two or three basketball players
through Math 7. Amusing in Itself (they rarely
showed for the sessions). It is not at all the
point. Anyone may enter URI with sufficient
I) academic record, or 2) athletic ability; the
second category is the more stringent. And,
the classroom becomes the facade, a formali
ty gulslng another priority.
An experiment to discover the effects of overcrowding was
performed on a group of rats. It was revealed that a break
down in normative behavior occurred.
An increase in enrollment without an increase in facilities and
instructors results in an overcrowding. The similarity of students
and rats is debatable but the desirability of overcrowding is
absurd.
The disadvantages resulting from overcrowding
forces the student to apply himself more, to
ironically receive fewer benefits than in the past.
UA i m
Obviously boredom and disinterest has to be the
result of overcrowding because the last ineffec
tive instructor has been released*. However, the
serious student has little trouble concentrating
on the subject matter.
*See Clough Case pg. 114 2
Mood Indigo
If anything sums up this year on campus, it is a change of mood. The enthusiasm of last spring, the new era of
community, the almost crusade mentality dissipated in the haze of the summer. Most everybody returned in
September feeling tired, apprehensive maybe, and a bit confused. By November, I overheard one university
dean commenting that if you weren't confused, you just were not well informed. True there were some problems
particular to this campus of 10,000: overcrowding in the classrooms and dormitory construction delays. Howev
er these were not of themselves sufficient to explain the general malaise. It was like continuing to bowl with a
new ball one with no holes. Those that wanted to play couldn't pick it up. Some were just too tired of trying.
Others, in particular the incoming freshmen, either didn't know the rules or weren't interested in the game. And
so the action stopped.
It was the same across the nation. The New York Times in a November survey spoke of the quietness on the cam
puses, of the "American uni-campus" blanketed by a coast-to-coast calm. But lest you think this change was at
tributable to the fickleness of youth, or to a Burger Chef political mentality (quick, cheap, and around the cor
ner), I refer you to the remarks of Bill Moyers on assignment for Harpers Magazine. He reported on the fa
tigued, worrisome, isolationist attitude of adults in every state he visited. So I asked myself, "something has hap
pened but what?" I believe the answer is found to a great extent in three areas of our lives: the political, person
al, and economic.
The roaring sixties came to a close last spring with an expenditure of emotional energy over Cambodia and a
physical release climaxed by the shootings at Kent State, and the bombing of the physics lab at Wisconsin. The
overwhelming majority of the people in this country were shocked and dismayed. With all good intentions it
seemed that the political journey of the sixties had arrived at the crossroads of violence. To continue was insane,
to go back was impossible. Thus the journey came to a halt. The college youth returned still not old enough to
vote, still refusing to adopt violence but suspecting little could be gained by rallies, demonstrations and hand
bills. The result was a sort of political quietism this year on campus. I fear that cynicism and frustration are more
to blame than apathy. For example, most colleges voted to continue with classes during election time. True,
, there are plans afoot for a march on Washington on April 24 and May I . But it remains to be seen if people just
have the strength for it.
This outgoing expenditu
farther away from the c
which can only be overc(
cent book that it does n<
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energy in the sixties also exerted a psychic centrifugal force, pushing each of us
r of ourselves and holding us there. Continued activism finally resulted in self loss
3y an identity crisis. Erik Erikson who coined the term "identity crisis" wrote in a re-
:an to ask in a morbid fashion "Who am I?". Rather it implies a dynamic process of
questioning like "What do I want to make of myself?" and "What do I have to work with?". Identity crisis then
is an occasional event in our lives implying growth and constructive change. During the sixties the constant ener
gy discharge had diffused the question and the inquiring subject.
Consequently, this search for the center characterizes much of the apparent calm or quiet on campus. Yet it is
not a do-nothing calm, but has all the seeds, I feel, of a very fruitful regrowth of the person. No longer is one
surprised to hear of students taking a year off from school to find out what they really can do. Sad to say for
many the university experience has not answered this question or even assured that the answer arrived at would
be respected later on. 1 also think it explains why more students are now living off campus, not for the big
parties, but for the quiet and the privacy necessary "to get one's head together." This curisis is also at the root
of the widespread internal dissension of many student organizations, from the peace groups like S.M.C. to the
staid and traditional student senates.
One final example of note is the dorrnitory situation. The extension in parietals, the developement of coed living
plans, counterbalanced by cries of invasion of privacy and lack of proper direction reflect more an attempt to
discover the full potential of community living on a modern campus than permissiveness on the part of the stu
dents or authoritarianism on the part of the university. Alumni, administration and students alike should remem
ber that permissiveness and authoritarianism are of the same fabric since both positions do not allow a sense of
responsibility to develope. But how to develope it is the question facing all colleges and universities today. Some
are asking an even more interesting question: should a university even be in housing?
Something else happened last spring and continued through the summer. Seniors left college and lo and behold
no jobs. The divine college diploma had lost it's power. Economics for perhaps the first time in this genera
tion became a factor of daily living. Previously, college guaranteed the job, now it can't; but perhaps the best
student in the class can. However even the best students are uneasy. Study harder, be quiet, yes but job inter
views are down 30% and jobs available are off 50% and everybody knows it. The grad students were affected
no less severely. Many will tell you frankly they are staying in college to wait out the recession. Being a bit poor
and student go together; being graduated and unemployed do not!
"Not all are working hard!", you say? That is true. Two years ago Kingman Brewster of Yale spoke of the "unwill
ing student"" on campus. Students in college due to parental pressure or social acceptability are examples. To
these I add the draft. Their interest in study and college life is minimum. If they draw a high draft number they
often drop out of college; if not, they remain. While their contribution to the classroom is questionable, they
certainly don"t make a lot of noise lest they jeopardize their draft deferment. For many the job of student is
preferable to the job of soldier in an unpopular and as yet unproven war.
Yes, the mood is indigo quiet-blue. The blue is the uneasiness, the frustration, the tendency to cynicism and
isolation. The critical return to self and the courage to come to grips anew with the dynamic process of life in
Reverend David A. Inrtian, PhD
Catholic Center U.R.I.
Strike?
As these words are being written, late in December, 1970, speculation on the whatever-became-of-last-
spring-? question has become almost a national indoor sport. Learned articles are cropping up lushly like weeds
in a vacant lot. I notice that a conference to discuss ""student apathy"", of all things, is to be held soon at a sister
institution.
Who"d of thunk it?
Boldly I reply: I'd of.
The question is all about what happened in the Fall of 1970 since no one seems to argue that it is missing
to last Spring's enthusiasm, a word that I use at the risk of begging the question.
Because I welcomed and supported whatever that may mean the Student Strike, I could not but be dis
appointed by the apparent dissipation of its energies. Disappointed but hardly astonished.
I saw in the spirit, the enthusiasm and the excitement of the students last May and June one of those "finest
hours"' about which orators like to orate. The strike seemed to me to have forced briefly to the surface a Tight
ness of instinct that social encrustations usually manage to surpress. You may contrive your own volcano meta
phor, if you like. There is also your very popular '"emotional orgasm" label and, for those more gastro- than geni-
to-oriented, your "giant catharisis".
In point of fact, though, the Student Strikes in to+o may well have had some as-yet-unmeasured effect for the
better upon their participants and possibly (though I am more skeptical of this) some salutary effect on public
policy, so called,- toward the war in Southeast Asia.
The reason that I was not amazed at the quick dissipation of that explosively unleashed energy of May and
June or, to put it another way, at the very evident let-down in the stop-the-war drive, has' nothing to do with
that too-handy comparison with post-orgasmic lassitude. Rather I believe that the let-down was inevitable given
the nature of the Student Strike as an emotional rather than an intellectual experience for most of its partici
pants. For the strike to have produced any substantial, solid residue of "politicization." to use the "in" word of
last May, it would have had to be based on a reasoned conviction that the war in South-East Asia is not some,
unique phenomenon existing in a socio-politico-economic vacuum but is, in fact, an aspect of a continuing,
world-wide struggle constantly involving and enmeshing all peoples of all classes.
Regrettably, appeals to end THE war tend to perpetuate myths to the contrary, such as that ending THE war
will bring about peace. Such appeals, while emotionally attractive, tend to shunt aside reason. For reason would
tell us that absent some fundamental changes in society, war is inevitable and that the only real ""solution"' to the
war in Southeast Asia is to find and eradicate the cause of ALL war through an understanding of the physical,
material reasons for armed conflict between men and nations. Reason would tell us to apply to the solution not
slogans and incantations but methods at least as scientifically sound as we might apply, say, to curing brown
patches on a putting green.
Freshly painted posters, their wet ink still glistening in the Spring unshine, red rags of armbands, slogans
painted on walls and sidewalks, bullhorn rhetoric, guerilla theater all these are fine and romantic and useful to
supplement reason, not to supplant it. Real change will be brought about by a convinced majority.
Until then, I suppose, there will be other Spring Strikes: to bring the troops home from Amman, from Santi
ago, from Dar es Salaam, from the Ussuri, from Athens, from hell and gone. Until then, I suppose, other pedants
and pundits will be "explaining" what happened to last Spring"s enthusiasm.
Wilbur Doctor
Ass"t Dean Arts and Sciences

"I'de rather wake up in the middle
of nowhere
Than in any city on earth."
Steve McQueen
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Activities of URIans in 1970 in
Maintaining a Quality Environment
Without being overly dramatic and without exaggeration it is safe to say that in 1970,
from nearly every quarter of the U.R.I. Campus Community, the realization has been advanced
that our personal, academic, and business lives will be undergoing constant and far reaching
changes if we are to survive In a town, state, country and world that we are on the point of de
stroying by the thoughtless abuse of our environment and our natural resources. A variety of ac
tion programs stemming from many corners of the University has been aimed at solving environ
mental crises in Kingston, South Kingstown and Rhode Island.
It has obviously become evident that URIans are establishing concensus that we must overhaul
our life style or slip into the twilight world of air that chokes, water that smells, species that dis
appear, noises that are deafening, land that erodes, marshes that are being filled, coasts that
become more industrialized, ever decreasing recreation acreage, darkening ghettos, dying for
ests, contaminated food and dead fish.
Campus organizations as hI.E.E.D. (hlumans for Ending Environmental Deterioration), also known
as Ecology Action for Southern R. I., have been very active in sponsoring lectures, promoting
work programs and arousing campus community Interest in the areas of overpopulation, food
production, natural resources conservation, maintalnance of environmental quality, government
and industry involvement, civic planning and education, and communication. Many of the local
chapters of social fraternities and sororities have joined forces on several projects. On occasion,
help has been given these student groups by larger organizations as The Audubon Society of
R. I., the R. I. Environmental Council, The R. I. TB and Respiratory Disease Association, Ecology
Action of R. I., and the National Wildlife Federation.
Individual members of the faculties of many Departments across the board have become in
volved in a variety of ways. For example, at the G.S.O., Dr. Smayda heads the Narrow River
Preservation Association, and Drs. Jeffries, Marshall and Pratt have been active in advisory
capacities on a variety of Narragansett Bay projects; in Engineering, Mr. Wilson, Dr. Middleton
and others have been involved in The Tiverton Oil Refinery case; in Plant Pathology-Entomolo
gy, Dr. Tarzwell has helped in an advisory capacity In many pollution problems; in Food and Re
source Chemistry, Drs. Salomon, Felbeck and Owens have published important papers and have
been working members of regional pesticide commissions; in Sociology, Dr. Bouvier has given
countless outstanding lectures on the population problem; in FHistory, Dr. Weisbord has been
similarly involved and has pursued the question of Black American attitudes on birth control; Dr.
Hindle in hlorticulture and Dr. Croasdale, Ass't to the President, have set up nature trails for
the school systems of the state; in Forestry, Drs. Kupa, Gould and Brown are heading the new
curriculum in Natural Resources; and in Botony, Dr. Palmatier, and in Zoology, Drs. Clough,
hieppner, Shoop and Zinn have given numerous lectures to student, lay and professional audi
ences on many aspects of current environmental problems.
It should also be noted that students, faculty and staff have been working profitably together
in several areas as The Arboretum Committee, (Dr. Lepper, Chairman), The Campus Beautiflca-
tlon Committee, and so on. Many faculty members are also contributing through active mem
bership in local civic organizations as The Association for the Orderly Improvement of South
Kingstown, and are on the environmental committees of such professional organizations as The
Ecological Society of America.
In this year of ecological crisis, there can be no doubt that URIans are vitally and actively
concerned about the grave threat to human life posed by man's carelessness with his environ
ment; and they have put their collective shoulders to the wheel.
by Donald J. Zinn
Department of Zoology
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"Think of her new.
An unspoiled country living open to the sun.
Think of oceans of beauty, instead of scattered puddles,
muddy and drying up."
Russell
Earth Week
SUNDAY, APRIL 18, 1971
POLLUTION DRIVE
U.R.I. Diving Club
MONDAY, APRIL 19, 1971
12:00 Noon KICK-OFF RALLY
Ouadrangle, URI Campus
7:30 P.M. ENVIRONMENTAL SYMPOSIUM
""Planet Earth: Do You Have a Future?""
Edwards Auditorium
Sociology Dr. Leon Bouvier
Economics Dr. William Haller
Politics Dr. Walter Hellman
Psychology Dr. James Prochaska
RAP SESSION TO FOLLOW
Rooms 208, 209, 213 and 219
Independence Hall
TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 1971
ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
presents
The Overpopulation Crisis:
Child and the Family
8:00 A.M. INFORMATION BOOTH
Room 211, Memorial Union
12:00 ENVIRONMENTAL FILMS
to Rooms 300 and 331, Mem.
5:00 P.M. Union
OVERPOPULATION CRISIS WORKSHOPS
Browsing Room, Memorial Union
12:30 "Population Growth and
to Community Planning'
2:00 P.M. Dr. Howard Foster
Dr. Richard O. Brooks
Community Planning Dept.
2:00 "Adoption"
to Charlotte MacLean,
3:00 P.M. Adoption Supervisor, Sophia
Little Home in Providence
3:00 "Planned Parenthood""
to Mrs. Ann Weis
5:00 P.M. (Providence Office)
7:30 P.M. PANEL DISCUSSION
Room 103, Ouinn Hall
"The Overpopulation Crisis:
Child and the Family""
RAP SESSIONS TO FOLLOW
Rooms 213, 214, Quinn Hall
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 197
9:00 A.M
12:00
to
5:00 P.M.
H.E.E.D. Information Booth
Room 211. Memorial Union
FILM FESTIVAL
Rooms 300, 331, Mem. Union
ENVIRONMENTAL WORKSHOPS
Browsing Room, Memorial Union
12:00 '"Ecology"
to Dr. Jan Prager, U.S. Environmental
1:15 P.M. Protection Agency
1:30 "Economics
fo Jack Donnan
2:45 P.M. Resource Economics Dept.
3:00 "Religion""
to Rev. Kenneth B. Wentzel
4:15 P.M.
4:30 ""Polities'"
^ Martin Needleman
5:30 P.M. Sociology Dept.
1971
EARTH WEEK 71 SPEAKER
STEWART UDALL
Former U.S. Secretary of Interior
Edwards Auditorium
8:00 P.M.
9:30 P.M. FOLK SING
North Ram"s Den. Mem. Union
FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 1971
1:00 A.M. H.E.E.D. Information Booth
Room 211, Memorial Union
ENVIRONMENTAL DISPLAYS
Browsing Room, Memorial Union
THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 1971
(National Earth Day)
9:00 A.M. H.E.E.D. Information Booth
Room 211, Memorial Union
12:00 FILM FESTIVAL
to Room 331, Mem. Union
5:00 P.M.
ENVIRONMENTAL DISPLAYS
Browsing Room, Memorial Union
ENVIRONMENTAL WORKSHOPS
Room 330, Memorial Union
12:00 "Re-cycle""
to Dr. Stanley Barnette
1:15 P.M. Chemical Engineering Dept.
1:30 "Land Use""
to Dr. John Fisher
2:45 P.M. Geology Dept.
3:00 P.M. LAND USE FIELD TRIP
with Dr. John Fisher
12:00 Noon RESOURCE SYMPOSIUM
"'Power and the Environment"
James Roney, Ocean Engr.
Dept.
Ballroom, Memorial Union
4:00 P.M. ECOLOGY FILMS
William McEneaney
Room 124, Pastore Hall
Water Pollution
Air Pollution
SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1971
Ecology Action of Rhode Island
presents
CONFERENCE ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Population
Household Ecology
Atomic Energy
For Time & Place, Call
Ecology Action of R. I. in Providence
274-9429
3:00 P.M.
RE-CYCLE RALLY CONTEST WINNERS
Quadrangle, URI Campus
7:00 P.M. MOVIE "Silent Spring"
8:30 P.M. CANDLE-LIGHT MARCH
Both at Quadrangle, Campus
COMING SOON
RE-CYCLING CENTERS
HOUSEHOLD ECOLOGY GUIDE
For More Information Write
H.E.E.D.
P.O. Box 9
Kingston, R. I. 02881
"Now I see the secret of making the best persons;
It is to grow in open air and to eat and sleep
With the earth.
Walt Whitman
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"We have learned how to control the Earth,
But will we ever learn to respect her."
Liz Banks
URl m 1971 attained a record enrollment and simultane
ously suffered from an unprecedented low in student in
volvement. Student organizations either floundered or
folded from the deficiency of interested members.
The reasons for student's reluctance to join group activi
ties has already been explained, I would rather relate its
effects on student music tastes. Students preferred indi
vidual performers to the big name rock groups.
Livingston Taylor, Melanie, B. B. King and the rest charac
terized the 71 music scene at URI. Although groups were
well received . . . Chicago, Poco, and Sea Train, everyone
was singing "Fire and Rain."
Livingston Taylor

Jonathon Edwards
^^ImiHi 1


Pot Is 'As Easy to Get as Beer' at URI
By LEE DYKAS
Last Monday. Detective William J.
Robertson of the South Kingstown
PoHce Departmenl told the town's
Lions Club that "South County has a
drug problem." He said it could nol
be classified as a "large problem" but
is a "growing problem." and that
most of the persons involved with
drugs are University of Rhode Island
students, both on and off campus.
The simple truth about drug use at
URI is that no one knows for sure.
All that enlists is a body of opinion.
But there is one opinion that is
shared by everyone at the university
marijuana is easily obtained by
students. "It's as easy to gel as beer,"
according to a number of students
questioned.
Estimates of how many students
use marijuana vary from "about half
the student body" to "nearly all of
them."
The lowest estimate is 47 per cent.
That is the opinion of Barry Solomon,
newly appointed director of health
services at the university.
Mr. Solomon shares with other fac
ulty members and administrators the
opinion that the university's problem
"is no different from that of any other
campus in the United Slates."
He quickly points out that he has
no "hard" information on the situa
tion al URI, but uses figures reported
recently in a national magazine thai
were derived from questionnaires re
turned by 7.300 students at 200 col
leges and universities in the nation.
He adds that the figures may be inac
curate because the magazine did not
say how many queslionnaires were
sent out. But Mr. Solomon empha
sizes that until a survey of URl stu
dents is completed this semester he
will continue to "use the magazine's
figures."
The magazine, he explains, states
that S3 per cent of the students have
never used marijuana, 34 per cent
use it occasionally and only 13 per
cent use il frequently.
Several students laughed at ihc
suggestion that more than half the
students have not tried marijuana.
Mike (that's not his real name), a
sophomore who says he attended a
"consen'ative" high school in nearby
Massachusetts and who admits he
or two sometimes more often,"
said that nearly every student has at
least tried marijuana once. Pressed
on that opinion, he said firmly, "at
least 80 per cent have smoked at least
Other students are even more as
sertive. Paul (not his name), a hitch
hiker picked up, near the campus,
where he is a freshman, said "be
tween half and three-quarters of the
students turn on" regularly.
The Rev. John Hall. Episcopal
chaplain at the university, said. "I
think it is a significant percentage
more than half that uses marijuana.
Last Wednesday five students sat
with a reporter and discussed drug
use on campus for about an hour and
a half, during which time ihey agreed
thai the 80 per cenl figure was accu
rate. Later in the conversation ihe re
porter asked each student if he had
smoked marijuana. Four said yes. one
said no, bul added that she intends to
perhaps only coincidentally that
"proved" their contention that 80 per
cent use marijuana now and maybe
more will in the future.
Two U.R.I, students turn on
"I have never smoked marijuana but I will. I want to try il. I don t think my
education will be complete unlil 1 know what it's like. All the kids smoke it and
they say it's greal there's nothing wrong with it." a University of Rhode
Island coed and junior.
"At least 80 percent of the kids on campus have tried pot at least once." a
junior who says he smokes marijuana regulariy and once tried a stronger narcol-
"Pot? It's all over the campus. Anyone who wants it can get il." studenl
"The problem at URI is the same as il is on every other campus as well as in
the general community." a university chaplain.
"Our drug problem is no better and no worse than that of the student's peer
community in the slate." Dr. Werner A. Baum, URI president.
Reprinted from: Providence Journal Bulletin
Police outraged
Smoke-in protests pot laws
A small group of concerned
students staged a "smoke-in" last
Thursday afternoon on the URI
quadranglewhile nearly 200 people
looked on with anger, disbelief or
sympathy, mostly sympathy.
The next day the head of the
State PoUce, Col. Walter Stone,
called the action "outrageous."
UKI attained instant notoriety
nationwide.
Paul W. Brubacher, dean of
students, was among the on
lookers. So were a number of
his staff, Stephen B. Wood,
assistant vice president for
academic affairs, a half dozen or
so faculty members and the
Providence Journal.
Brubacher knew about the plans
to smoke marijuana en masse and
in public before the "smoke-in"
began. The organizers of the
movement had advertised on
WRIU radio and leaflets were
passed out in front of theMemorial
Union.
The dean of students office had a
prepared statement to be delivered
when it was evident that the law
was being broken. The statement
warned that the police would be
called. Brubacher had arranged
for a sound truck to dehver tBe
statement. It was never read.
The dean said hewas not sure the
law was being broken. He could not
tell if the smokers were really
puffing on marijuana or if the
whole thing was a hoax.
Brubacher apparently consulted
with higher administration of
ficials before making the decision
not to call police. He was seen
walking into the administration
building about halfway through the
protest. Top level administrators
were seen gathering on the top
floor of the building.
The State Police have promised
an investigation. Brubacher said
Monday two officers contacted him
about the "smoke-in." "They
asked if I knew who the leaders
were," the dean said. "I didn't."
Interviews with participants and
such circumstantial evidence as
the appearance of the cigarets
being smoked, the smell of the
smoke and the mood of the
smokers, indicate that marijuana
was being used in the demon
stration.
According to some spokesmen
and the literature handed out, the
action was a protest against the
harsh marijuana laws. The
spokesmen have promised further
smoke-ins.
Brubacher said after the
meeting with the State Police of
ficers that the next time such an
incident occurs on the campus his
"hands will be tied." "We'll have
lo call the police," the dean added.
Brubacher warned that "once
the police are on the campus, we
have lost control." The dean said
he wasn't sure at the time of the
"smoke-in" what the protesters
were trying to accomplish. "If they
wanted a confrontation, they could
have been more apparent about
what >hey were doing," he said.
Reprinted From
The Good 5c Cigar 3/31/71
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Many Attended .
. . . But Few Took POT.
The Pub
For Those Who

"Let school-masters puzzle
their brain
With grammar, and nonsense
and learning;
Good liquor, I stoutly maintain
Gives genius a better discerning.
Oliver Goldsmith
In December of 1969 history was made on the cam
pus of the University of Rhode Island. Students were
allowed to drink on the college grounds. The R.I. Me
morial Union marked the spot. Those responsible for
the organizing of this newly established drinking spot
gathered behind the bar and quaffed the first mugs
of beer drawn. Pictures were taken, good spirits pre
vailed, happiness surrounded all and the next day
there they were on the center fold of the New
York Daily News. History had been written. For the
first time drinking was allowed on a Land Grant Col
lege in New England. Everything was wonderful!
But alas! All that glitters is not gold. Behind the
scenes there were cries of anguish from the local
surrounding townspeople, the local police and even
some campus authorities who were all quite certain
that this type of freedom for the students would lead
to "beaucoup" trouble. At this time there were prob
ably only a handful of people who really believed that
this venture would not only succeed but would even
prove to be an asset. I was one I was the manager.
The students themselves had a hand in my hiring and
I was quite sure that they would not let me down, and
of course, I was certain that I would not let them
down.
My greatest concern was discipline during business
hours. Remembering my own college days I realized
that no one likes to be TOLD so I decided to use the
power of suggestion. It worked like magic! It was un-
believeable how the students responded! The deco
rum was maintained at a high level and their attitude
was splendid. I really marveled at the "bearded won
ders," the "moustached bad actors," the long-haired
"trouble makers," and the mini-skirted hip swinging
Co-eds. Upon entering the Pub they all acted like the
ladies and gentlemen that they really are. I have
found that if the so-called adults of today would try
to remember their own youth they would understand
today's youth better for today's youth are no differ
ent from the youths of 10, 15, 20, or 30 years ago.
The only actual difference is the circumstances which
surround their lives today. I have often said, "The
biggest lie that was ever told is 'I never did that when
I was your age!'
"
My final task was the acceptance by those who
objected and those who were skeptical at the start.
Never once had there been an altercation; never
once had there been a disorder of any kind even dur
ing the nation wide student "strike;" never once had
the students given anyone cause to gripe about the
Pub; never once did the police have to be called. In
deed one would hardly believe that the place existed
at ail from this point of view. I constantly invited peo
ple to visit the Pub and see for themselves and they
have much to their satisfaction, I urged the June
graduates to bring their parents to visit the Pub on
Commencement Day and they did the parents
were gratified and some were even envious, for they
were URI graduates. During the summer session a
course was offered by URI to Officers of the Law and
they came from all over the state. They spent many
happy hours in the Pub themselves as summer stu
dents. I am positive that they were satisfied that this
was a move in the right direction.
Needless to say, the Pub is now a success and has
been accepted by the majority as a "good thing."
This has been a major breakthrough in student rela
tions and the students have no one to thank other
than themselves. They drink less, enjoy it more and
even get better grades in some instances. The vast
majority are thankful for this new found privilege and
they guard it carefully.
Happiness to me is a thing called appreciation. An
example: On April 12, 1970 I opened the Pub as
usual. I received a phone call from the business office
on the first floor requesting my assistance in solving a
slight problem which they felt I could help. Since
there were only 2 or 3 students in the Pub at the time
I decided to leave for a few minutes and help if I
could. I hadn't been gone for more than 5 minutes
when I received an emergency call to return to the
Pub. My first reaction was "My God!, The first time
I leave for 5 minutes and there's trouble all our
hard work gone up in smoke!" Down the stairs I ran
and jerked open the doors of the Pub. There was a
group of students blowing horns, throwing streamers,
and acting as if it were New Year's Eve. I immediate
ly decided that the best way to handle this situation
would be to join them and then suggest that we "cool
it." So, I yelled out "Happy New Year" and entered
the Pub. Much to my surprise they stopped their horn
blowing etc. and began to sing "Happy Birthday."
You see, April 12th is my birthday. The students had
arranged a surprise birthday party for me and sur
prise me they did. I will never forget or appreciate
anything quite so much again as long as I may live.
Compassion and giving can sometimes bring on the
most personal gratification that one can imagine.
This is the most I receive from my job. Personal satis
faction that comes when I am able to help one of the
students solve a problem and they do have many. It is
my opinion that today's students are more know
ledgeable, more receptive, more capable than ever
before in history and we must help them shape the fu
ture of America, for the future is truly theirs. Their
major drawback is lack of experience. Why not give
them the benefit of ours? So, as the song goes
"What's the matter with kids today?" I say. Noth
ing!!
Thomas E. Reilly
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Requiem for the Masses
All things must come to an end . . .
for some too soon and for others not
soon enough.
The Beachcomber Happy Hour"
has seen Its last in this the year
1971. For many Happy Hour
marked the beginning of every
week-end. This not so holy weekly
pilgrimage will be brought to an end
as a result of Urban Renewal's plans
to tear down ocean-front Narragan
sett.

To the down-the-liners, Iggy's and Giro's can mean a
night free from cooking meals and washing dishes. To
the on-campus resident they are places to go when the
dining hall serves the same old left-overs.
1^
JIMI'HIW I'JK
Food Stamps ... A Way of Life
Down-the-line living became synonymous with the word food stamp as many a resident ate their dinner courtesy
of the state of Rhode Island.
C214538957A
Agricultural Abundance
NON -TRANS FERABLE
Healthier Families
ftlAUi-
FOOD STAMPS!
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The
Rams Den

"This place bums me right out.'
Friday Afternoon: Exodus
Friday afternoon's mass exodus from the dorms has contributed greatly to URI's
nickname "suitcase campus". This exodus, however, leaves the seven day resident to
enjoy concerts and lectures which might otherwise be overcrowded were these peo
ple to stay.
Melita Carwane
Kathie McNulty
Lynda Rocereta
Susan Shaw
Mary Szalkowski
Sororities
Sandy Belknap
Gail McCurry
Marge Sawinski
Women's Commuters
Anne VIeira
Men's Commute!
Alan Cook
Charles Knowies
Richard McLeod
Evans Ralston
Fraternities
Stu Abrams
Lance Dickinson
Men's Dorms
Normand Bi
Steven DelGiuid
Bob Egelson
Steve Hopkins
Jeff Lees
William McKenn
Les Rich
John Tarasevich
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This page is donated by Perspective'* to be used creatively.
''PERSPECTIVE the people who brought you student music albums I and 2, poetry, and comics
all carrying the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval.
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STAFF
John Pantalone
Richard Raquier
.\nne Foster
John Levesque
Calh Winters
Lucia Droby
Carol Cioe
Sandy Hazlelt
.\lan Green
Harvey Kohn
Rosalie Targonski
Susan Shaw
Ron Ellish
John Silva
Bill Solomon
Steve Cheslow
Larry Kahn
Jeff Kleinman
Bruce Compaine
Have A Cigar
"What this country needs is a good five-cent cigar."
Thomas Riley Marshall, vice president under Wood-
row Wilson, said it first, but W. C. Fields, the actor and
biting social critic, made it popular.
Well, here it is at last. Just what the country needs.
This cigar will leave a bad taste in some people's
mouths. Others will get a chuckle out of the new campus
paper's name. Hopefully, Cigar will provide some of
what the country needs. The staff intends to try.
Even before the publication of its first issue. Cigar has
engendered controversy. Critics have lashed out against
the new name. Fans cherish it.
Let the controversy rage. Cigar hopes to stimulate a
great deal of it in the months to come.
The pages of this newspaper are open lo anyone inter
ested in the workings of the university community. The
staff is open to anyone willing to work. The policy of the
paper is not locked into any ideological perspective.
We intend to tell it like it is, ask people to tell it like
they see it, and make readers feel it up and down the
length of this cigar.
When the Cigar starts to get stale, butt it out. It's your
newspaper.
RAR
Temporary staff
begins publishing
new URI paper
The resignation of Bmce Daniel,
editor of the Beacon, paved the
way for a new campus newspaper
now known as "The Good Five-
Cent Cigar."
Daniel resigned Feb. 15 after
publishing a i6-page farewell
issue. Only one page had text. The
rest were blank. Daniel called his
parting shot 'Notbingness. You
Deserve It."
The Student Senate shortly
thereafter approved a constitution
for a new organization and ap
pointed three members of a board
of directors.
The new directors are Thomas
Howard, student body treasurer;
John McKee, a junior English
major; and Richard Raquier, a
former Beacon news editor.
The six-member board was filled
out with the appointment of
Spencer Gelband, former
president of the Graduate Student
Association; Lawrence Kahn,
former business manager of the
Beacon; and Anne Foster, former
managing editor of the Beacon.
The board is in the process of
selecting a permanent staff, A
temporary staff appointed by
Raquier, chairman of the board, is
publishing the paper until a new
staff can be selected.
Many applicants for editorial
positions have agreed to work on
the temporary staff. Both can
didates for editor, John Levesque
and John Pantalone, are working
on the Cigar staff.
ttSome men see things as they are . .
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Editorial
Missing the Point
It appears as here-in described that at
least possibly the present policies should bo
conceived to undertake the main crux of the
matter as related to the URI commitnity and
the rest of the nation.
No doubt there are many people who read.
They ptrobably, although we can't say for sure,
have questions to the general of this news
paper. With hope and a new direction we will
t may be discovered herewith.
We feel that status quo, the absit omen,
the ab urbe condita, the ad captandum vulgus,
the ad vitam aut culpam, the aqua vitae and
especially the ad majorem dei gloriura must
survive. We must remember: Rome wasn't
built in a day.
Our criticism is aimed at creating a mod
version of the existing system so that the
entire commune, we mean community, could
benefit and manipulate.
We must see the Sea before the Sea sees
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SPORTS
Nate Adger, Ed Molloy suspended
3 players capable of functioning
L'Mass game. Both Molloy
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Public Service
Announcement
Union Board sponsors
1st Annual Sex Games
3 2S0O-poun[l duncing hippo.
lubby Checker. Buola-boola!
Andy Warhol. Ralph
Black Power
Rape
Murder
Fascism
Acid
Pornography
Sex
Gore
Brutality
and aD the other tbings
that mate lile Hwth living.
Don't Miss Itl
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GENERAL MANAGER Eliot Asser
CHIEF ENGINEER Robert Zucker
AM PROGRAM DIRECTOR Saul Spivak
FM PROGRAM DIRECTOR D.
NEWS DIRECTOR Steve Schock
BUSINESS MANAGER
PRODUCTION MANAGER ". . . .John ZogI


S.E.C. Year of Disaster
nptati.$10,000-
$ 7.700-
$ 5.438 Melanie
$ 5,000 B. B. King
$ 4,750 Little Richarc
$ 3,000 Seatrain
$ 2,500 New York Re
$ 2,000 Poco
;k En
,500 Seals and Crofts
,000 Jaime Brockeft
,000 J.Geils Band
,000 McKendree Spring
,000 Alex Taylor
,000 Dreams
,000 Kate Taylor
,850 Boz Scaggs
,750 Livingston Taylor
,750 Uncle Dirty
,500 Jon Edwards
Happy and Arte Tr,
,500 Cha
,500-
- Park St. Under
- Don Cooper
-Jon Edwards
-Alive 'n Kickln
-Scho r Vestr.
$ .250 A Roomful of Blues
$ .250 Benefit Street
(Also Rans)"
$15000. The Fifthe Dimension
$7500 vs % The Grateful Dead
$10,000 vs % Elton John
$750 Edgar Winter
$5000 vs % John Sebastian
?unable to meet contractual obligations, ILLNESS and othe
bull.
S.E.C. MEMBERS
Stu Weintraub
Gordon Crane
Bruce Compaine
Dede Greenwald
Rosemary Rainier
Mark Hodash
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My first deadline for this article was January; my second, March; my third, April. I know the
Greek System. I know Greeks. And yet, it is now the end of May and I am still not sure what to
write. Explanation? Persuasion? Justification? Information?
Is it to be explanation? Why does a student go Greek? For what reasons does an individual
become a member of a social, greek letter society? How do I know? The Greek System is made
up of twenty-seven different houses and nearly two thousand individuals. Must two thousand in
dividuals have a common reason for being involved? I cannot lump two thousand individuals
under a label Greek. I can't give one Personality to so many different people. How then can
I explain?
Is it to be persuasion? Am I suppose to sell "Greek
"
in twenty-five words or less? I can't sell
Greek. I will not try. I can offer new direction, new involvement, a new situation, but I can't sell
it. Too many people have already been sold on a crest or on a blazer instead of a conviction. If
you are this kind of sold-Greek, leave. We don't need you.
Is it to be a justification? It will not be a justification. I will not search for a dispassionate jus
tification for the individual involvement of two thousand Greeks. They don't need it.
Is it to be informative? Maybe I could supply that. I could write of brothers involved with
cerebral palsy drives, boy scout troops of "lost cause" kids, big brothers, food drives for the
hungry. I could write about sisters involved in Ladd School, tutoring. Meeting Street School.
Then I could write about parties, about Greek Week, about just all around fun for two thou
sand. Then I could write about responsibility, about running a house, about existing as individu
als in a unit. Maybe I would if I thought anyone was listening except Greeks.
Barbara Burns, 1971.
The Greek Way of Life
Responsibility
Fun
Lambda Chi Alpha Second Annual
Sorority President Kidnap
Food is obtained for the needy of the community as sorority sisters
reclaim their kidnapped presidents.
Sigma Chi Derby Week
All's fair vnhen it's a question of gainmg that derby'


Greek Week
Greek Week Co-ordinators
Warren Fischer Phi Sigma Delta
Fred Conte Sigma Phi Epsilon
Penny Baker Delta Zeta
Mary-Anne Witkowski Kappa
Alpha Theta
Saturday
Saturday was the highlight of a week of
hard competition between the Greek
houses. There was the colorful parade of
chariots, charioteers, pretty girls, and of
course TKE's added attraction of a
horse-drawn vehicle.
The medley was a test of skill and endur
ance, as was the traditional chariot race.
Greek Week '71 came to a close with the
awarding of trophies to the winners
which in turn signaled the start of individ
ual house celebrations lasting long into
the evening.
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Greek
Sing
390 715 297 175 541 900 268 711 223 686 718 667 580
Pie
Eating 300 IOO 200
Roller
Skating 400 300 200
Chariot
App.
800 500 600
Chariot
Race 800 600 500
Medley 1200 400 600 1000 500 300 900 200 800 700
Tug 600 400 500 300
Total 2390 1715 897 1575 2241 2100 568 2111 1023 200 2586 1218 667 1280
Place 2nd 3rd 5th 4th 1st
GREEK WEEK SCORES
AXO AAn XO IK lAT AiA AAA AA0 KA0 AZ
Greek
Sing 720 937 810 670 647 802 772 608 580 752
Tricycle
Race 300 200 400
Pie Eating 300 200 IOO
Medley 300 900 1000 400 600 500 1200 800 200
Chariot
Appearance 300
500 600
Tug 500 600 400 800 300
Greek
Goddess 300 200 IOO
Total 1320 2937 1810 1670 1247 2502 2972 3108 780 952
Place 3rd 2nd 1st
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Werner and Shirley Dine Out
It has been said by many that students are
more concerned now, that they are more
aware of the problems facing them. Why is it
then that many students still go on asking
"What is the Garrett Clough case?"
The case itself dates back to January of I 968,
when dough's letter of recommendation for
promotion and tenure was withdrawn without
an explanation. There have been many rea
sons given for this and it is hard to say who is
correct. The administration, the present chair
man of the Zoology Department and others
say that he is an ineffective teacher. Many
others feel that the denial of tenure is a result
of his often-voiced opinion against the use of
chemical warfare, genocide, military and war-
related research within the University and his
stand on the student role on campus.
After his recommendation was denied by the
Board of Review of which President Werner
Baum is a member, he decided to take his
case to the Faculty Appeals Board, hie pre
sented to them four charges, three of which
were denied, and the fourth he was told to
rewrite. When it came time for the Board to
hear his rewritten fourth charge, they refused
to hear it. The four charges deal with
dough's failure to obtain tenure, his being
denied due process of the law and his being
an ineffective teacher.
Although the Student Senate and the Stu
dents Rights Committee have publicly given
their support to Clough and the Senate has
voted to raise money to hire him as a Student
Senate Interdisciplinary Professor for 1971-
72, the Faculty Appeals Board has maintained
a deaf ear to student opinion.
Clough maintains that he will bring his case to
civil court if necessary for he feels his con
stitutional rights are being denied.
hlis case should not be forgotten by the U.R.I.
community, but rather should serve as an
example of what is happening, not just at
URI, but throughout the country, with regard
to people's personal freedoms.
Professor Clough and Alton Wiley, attorney at I
"I Would Like to See a Lawyer"
Samuel M. Fleisig, a Providence
attorney, was chosen this year to
represent the URI student body.
The appointment was made upon
the completion of interviews by
the Student Senate Executive
Committee.
As the student body lawyer,
"Sam
"
serves as an advisor for
students requesting legal counsel
and when called upon, represents
the student body as a whole in all
legal matters; the most recent
being the alleged police brutality
which occurred in May.
Tm not so old that I have lost interest in students.'
Bookstore Burgle
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Work your own way
through college, BUDDY
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The work of producing The Roar of the Greasepaint, The
Smell of the Crov/d began in early March after a weekend of
auditions. Chorus music rehearsals began the next day.
"Don't underestimate the 'ooohs and aahs' In the chorus
part," Brad Smoker, the director, told the Musical Director.
Chorus rehearsals began in Quinn Auditorium but moved
around campus wherever a decent piano was available. Two
sororities offered the use of their pianos and were soon treat
ed to thirteen kids singing measures of music over and over
and over . . .
Finally, even the 'ooohs and aahs' were perfect. The leads
then began to learn their songs even before they learned the
scripts. Rehearsals began in Quinn and moved to G Studio In
the new Fine Arts complex where the set for the show was
being built. The leads learned their lines and rehearsed eve
nings during March and April.
There was no Easter vacation for the chorus and Musical Di
rector. Sally Lee, a choreographer from New York had been
hired to stage dances for the show.
Dressed in black rehearsal tights, with flaming red hair and a
dynamic personality, Sally faced the chorus, many of whom
had never danced before.
"Dear children," she breathed. "Let's exercise a bit." So
began a week of grueling, exhausting and sometimes irritat
ing dance rehearsals. Sally taped the musical sequences and
experimented with different dance segments.
"Walt, go back again," she would stop the chorus mid-way in
a song. "We've got a few more measures left over for some
more steps."
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"While we're stopped.
"
the Musical Director would yell,
"Don't forget to sing while you're dancing!"
Lead dance rehearsals began the following week. "Don't
worry guys. I'll think of a way to get you off-stage!" Sally
would say.
Two weeks before opening night, the cast began work-
throughs at Quinn. The play began to take shape. Scenes and
dances were practiced constantly and changed to fit the
confines of the stage. Every day a new prop or lighting de
vice was tried out. The orchestra practiced staying together,
trying not to drown out the singers on stage.
The cast was ready days before the dress rehearsal. This first
performance and last rehearsal became the final testing
ground for the actors, musicians and stage crew. Tomorrow
was Opening Night!
Opening night this was it!
"Break a Leg."" Anxious cast members practiced dance steps
backstage. Musicians warmed up before the audience en
tered the auditorium. The director gave last minute instruc
tions. Sally Lee received roses from the cast and told every
one. ""Ill be standing in the back. Dont forget to SMILE!!"
One member of the chorus passed out lollipops. "Five min
utes,"" the stage manager warned. The musicians sat down.
The house lights dimmed. The overture began. The months of
rehearsals were over and the URI production of Greasepaint
began.
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University Health Services
The University of Rhode Island ffealfh
Services Center is located in the Potter
Building and boasts the most modern of
clinical equipment.
With an average of 200 patients per
day, the trained staff of doctors, nurs
es, psychologists, gynecologists, and
X-ray technicians are prepared to ex
pect anything from a splinter lodged
in a foot to an emergency case requir
ing hospitalization.
BARRY SOLOMON DIRECTOR OF HEALTH SERVICES
Barry has tried to make the campus community aware of its health problems. He
believes that the Health Services is not solely an institution for curing the sick,
but rather has the primary purpose of preventing the occurrence of disease and
illness.
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A unique feature of the Health Services operations is the creation of a Health
Services Advisory Council initiated by Barry Solomon. It is composed primarily
of interested students and meets bi-monthly for informal meetings at the Faculty
Center.
Perhaps a few of the more noticeable achievements of the Health Advisory
Council have been the visitation policy at the Potter Building and the publica
tion of a booklet on Birth Control which was done in cooperation with the Stu
dent Senate and distributed free of charge to students at registration.
BIRTH
CONTROL
AN INFORMATION BOOKLET
We are faced with an increasing number of unwanted children and a population explosion. Fur
ther, it is unreasonable to subject women and their families to the trauma of an unwanted preg
nancy. Society must accept the responsibility of dealing with these problems: preventive meas
ures are the most realistic means. The University Health Services Advisory Council is con
cerned about the well-being of the individuals in the university community and we would be
remiss if we continued to gloss over this problem. Since ignorance has never led to the dissolu
tion of a problem, it is hoped that by making this information available, some unwanted
pregnancies can be avoided; that the hardship to the individual and her family and the burden
on society can be reduced.
This pamphlet is an effort to answer your many questions as to which is the best method of
birth control. It is factual and is written in the language of and by your peers. This is not intend
ed as a solitary resource more questions can be best answered by your personal, family or
health service physician.
University Health Services Advisory Council
URI Student Senate
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island
S3
Drug Drop-In
URI's first Drug Drop-In center opened in Novem
ber with its headquarters in the Catholic Center. It
IS staffed with student volunteers who undergo a
six week course dealing primarily with role playing.
The center operates in close conjunction with the
university health services personnel. Psychologists
from Together, a drug crisis group, and various
other counseling agencies.
Campus
Observing campus dress today is like experiencing a costume party of
the past. Today the ethnic look is extremely popular. Mexican serapes
or ponchos are in evidence along with shaggy coats from Afghanistan;
Indian and Pakistanian bedspreads made into dresses; the "Afro
"
look
in dashikis; and jewelry and accessories from all over the world. All of
these items are often combined with the uniquely American levis or
jeans. These jeans, so commonly worn by college men and women have
become an accepted uniform. Lest they be labeled conformists, stu
dents are exhibiting their individuality by decorating their jeans with
trims and patches and even creating patterns by tie dyeing.
Other indications of the costume look have appeared with the re-in
troduction of clothes from the 30's and 40's. Second-hand and thrift
shops as well as attics are being raided in the search for old fur coats
and military uniforms of the past.
As a Textiles and Clothing specialist, I am enjoying watching this dress
parade, but even more I am interested in what is being communicated
today in dress. Are these students telling us that they are as impecuni
ous as their blue jeans work clothes and used clothes might indicate or
are they telling us that expensive clothing and extensive wardrobes are
not used for status today? Indeed, have status items in dress com
pletely disappeared? The evidence seems to say not disappeared but
shifted. Gone are the large collections of cashmere sweaters and eve
ning gowns and in their stead are expensive leather items such as
boots and suede jackets.
We might guess that college dress shows a student's political and so
cial sympathies. The wearing of blue jeans and work shoes might indi-
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Dress
cate identification with Caesar Chavez and his cause and the wearing
of freaky, hippie dress an identification with a communal way of living
and a rejection of the establishment. Research indicates, however, that
we should be cautious about reading too much into campus dress and
its meaning. It is apparent that a style rebellion exists and much of this
rebellion may be pure experimentation for the sake of enjoyment.
Doing one's own thing and expressing some individuality in a mass so
ciety where students may often feel like IBM cards may become in
creasingly important.
Mrs. Patncia Weeden
Textiles and Clothing
lue Key Bazaar
Gerry Scialla
Axn
International Ball Queen
Diane Azarian
lAT
Homecoming QueeiT
Priscilla Hosley
Greek Goddess
Debbie Lombardi AMI
Miss Grist 1971
Signna Kau Mu
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Concert Chorus is composed of students who
simply love to sing. Under the direction of
Ward Abusambra, they performed for vari
ous high schools about the state and ap
peared on Channel 6 at Christmas time.
Concert Chorus
Foreign
Student
Association
Eduardo Villigran and Edward Yang relax outside the new
International tHouse on Plains Road.
In October 1970, the International students on campus
formed a new organization to deal with the problem of hous
ing and the creation of an international lounge area.
The Foreign Student Association (FSA) at present does not
concern itself with social functions of the group. This is the
purpose of the All Nations Club.
Following a period of struggle between the Administration
officials and the Executive Board of the All Nations Club, an
international house has been granted. It will operate under
the direction of a governing board of both foreign and
American representation.
International tHouse Gove
Norman Lyon
Ahmet Senocak
Gabriel Ramirez
Edward Yang
Satish Velanlcar
Janet Halligan
Ira Rosenberg
Lance Dickenson
Dr. Gielisse
ling Board
Robert Sherwin
Student
Submissions
Perhaps it is fhe struggle to succeed
to conquer all who cross the paths to life's ambitions
which hides within the mind and soul
of every human being.
not only the chance to be known
but fo be worthy of beina known.
Perhaps if is fhe struggle against time
to fulfill all desire before the sands of time slip away
sands which lead to fhe final destination: death.
of every human being.
of those who seem to be well known
only a few are worthy.
captured within this soul, the potential and desire for both.
Denice Vlachos
A Visit to Fort Getty
Fort Getty crouches,
Bold,
In Jamestown.
Winter water seeps the empty chambers,
And, freezing, causes casual cracks
That summer fills with silent moss
And winter widens 'till a staircase falls
To crumble into dust, and rust
And be lost.
"Stop them on the beaches."
And Getty was born fo guard the horizon.
And guards it now,
Mutely staring, toothless.
Who daily rape her charge.
"Beavertail Lt. 38.181"
Stenciled in the O.P.*
The wind.
Spent leaves.
Come,
Fire a practice round with the waves.
"Fran Fowler F-- 348-7516'
Black crayoned in the white tiled caverns
For silent loaders,
"But I love you. But I love you"
In the bowels of concrete.
Fort Getty huddles, barren, in Jamestown,
Infertile and gray in Jamestown,
While boys smoke joints in tunnels.
Grow high in the womb of graffitti,
And cycle away with the sunlight,
As Getty stands cold
And solitary old
In the wind.
^Observation Post
Mother Chastizing Daughter
Peter
Panangotis
Elizabeth
Banks
Lucille
Noss
^'
Bob Emerson
Greg Ozar
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by Nicholas Scholera
Frank Martinelli
Joe Norris
Midnight Cowboy Joe Norris
Joe Norris
Bob Sherwin
Shahrokh Dowlatshahi
iRamettes
''That Ram Band"
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That Ram Band earned its title of "The best
band in the East
"
in ifs spectacular perform
ance before a crowd of over 60,000 at Shea
Stadium on November 22. Along with the
crowd in the stadium, the band was watched by
a vast television audience over NBC.
Under the direction of Donald B. Burns, the
band performed such numbers as "The hlorse",
"El Cumbanchero" and "hiead Medley", un
daunted by the wind and swirls of dust encir
cling them. Some special dance steps including
the "Soul Step" and the "congo step" were
part of the numbers.
Reaction to That Ram Band was most favorable
both at the stadium and back home. The fans at
the game showed their approval by their enthu
siastic response. Upon the band's return to
Kingston, they were greeted by many letters
and telegrams congratulating them on their
performance.
URI
Sports
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Pete Wilkens (not pictured) scored a double
intermediate and the 120 high hurdles.
1 the New England's in the 440
Wayne Findeisen set thn
England's.
John Aldred and Henry Santangini were individualwinners in the
New England's in the long jump and javelin respectively.
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Surfing

Tennis
FOOTBALL
Coacn Jack Gregor'y
URI OPPONENT URI OPPONENT
14 21 Brown 74 96 ffawaii
23 6 Univ. of Maine 80 86 Boston College
40 13 Univ. of Vermont 93 84 U. of Vermont
14 7 Univ. of Mass. 73 1 10 Holy Cross
0 21 Boston Univ. 87 109 Fordham
7 59 Univ. of New Hampshire 69 75 Canisius
15 18 Temple Univ. 95 116 Duquesne
12 33 Univ. of Conn. 64 81 Providence
71 83 U. of Mass.
86 78 U. of N. H.
96 78 U. of Conn.
95 60 U. of Vermont
SOCCER 1 16 78 U. of Maine
Coach Geza ffenni 78 95 Brown
The soccer team won six and lost three and tied two to finish second in the Yankee Con
ference.
CROSS COUNTRY
Coach Tom Russell
The cross country team had no wins and six losses and finished fifth in the Yankee Con
ference.
SAILING
The sailing team won the Ulmstead Trophy, the Boston Dinghy Club Cup, the Sharpe
Trophy and the New England Intercollegiate Sailing Association Dinghy Championship.
They tied for first place for the Friis Trophy and came in second in the Admiral Moore
Trophy Competition.
WRESTLING
Coach Mr. Leathers
The team finished with nine wins, three losses and one tie. They fim'shed fourth in New
England and second in the Yankee Conference.
HOCKEY
Coach Ir Relevant
The team finished with an undefeated and unscored upon season.
BASKETBALL
Coach Tom Carmody
BASEBALL
Coach John Norris
URI OPPONENT URI OPPONENT
94 88 Brown 1 6 Univ of Mass.
86 73 Univ. of New Hampshire 8 9 Univ of Mass.
no 82 Univ. of Maine 7 6 Univ of Mass.
76 80 Univ. of Mass. 6 1 Univ of Vermont
82 84 Manhattan 6 7 Univ of Vermont
71 77 St. John's 1 0 Univ of Vermont
102 71 Richmond 2 4 Univ of Maine
92 98 Providence 1 8 Univ of Maine
82 92 Univ. of Hawaii 14 8 Univ of Maine
75 67 Univ. of Conn. 0 4 Univ of Conn.
90 107 Univ. of V^. Virgi nia 0 9 Univ of Conn.
89
67
90
97
Pepperdine
Univ. of Hawaii
0 5 Univ of New Hampshire
GOLF
Coach James E. Irwin
The golf team won seven and lost one to capture third place in the conference. In the
New England Championships URI placed fifth.
TENNIS
Coach Ted Norris
Due to a lack of funds the team was unable to play a fall schedule. In the Spring the
team won five and lost one to place second in the conference. URI settled for a tie for
sixth in the New England meet.
TRACK
Coach Tom Russell
Despite brilliant individual performances the track team only had two wins and 3 losses.
The team was third in the conference and in the New England Championships.
It is only fair to mention that the track team also suffered from a very meager budget.
SURFING
The team won the Fall and Winter New England meets.

Wrestling
This past season, the URI wrestling team finished with their best record
ever with a 9-3-1 record. They had a fourth place rating in New England
this past year and finished in second place in the Yankee Conference.
They also placed four wrestlers in the New England finals. The only other
time that URI has placed a wrestler in the New England finals was in
1967. The four wrestlers that placed were: Rich Adham, Charlie Catania
Joe Savino and Mike Mckenna. The future of the team looks bright with
all four New England finalists coming back and many good lettermen
coming back.
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September 26: Jack Gregory makes his debut as URI
coach as the Rams face Brown in their opening game
in Providence. Fumbles hurt URl on offense with the
young Ram defense having trouble containing Brown
runners Gary Bonner and Gerry Hart. URI comes
back in the second half and looks impressive in the
21-14 loss. Soph flanker Grant "Buddy" Denniston
stars for the Rams and is named ECAC Sophomore
Back of the Week.
October 3: The Rams bounce back with 349 yards,
beating Maine 23-6 at Orono. It's Rhody's first road
win since 1967. Fullback Dick Narcessian gains 95
yards and Denniston scores on a 48-yard pass play.
Kurt Wicks and Bob Ehrhardt lead a new rollout of
fense, lending encitement to the Ram attack.
October 10: URI comes home to face Vermont and
wins big 40-13. The defense is fantastic, intercept
ing three Catamount passes and recovering two
fumbles. Wicks is virtually flawless, completing six of
eleven passes for 142 yards and gaining 55 yards
rushing. Denniston, with three touchdowns and Nar
cessian, with 147 yards rushing in 16 carries, led the
romp. Dick scores twice, once on a 26 yard run.
October 17: A capacity Homecoming Day crowd at
Meade Field watches the Rams topple Yankee Con
ference favorite U Mass. Despite the freezing and un
certain weather conditions, including snow, the Rams
star all-around. Defensively, the Rams allow U Mass
just 32 yards rushing and 126 yards passing. URI
gains all but 20 of its 297 yards on the ground in win
ning its third consecutive game, 14-7. Narcessian runs
wild, gaining 154 yards rushing, and is named Yankee
Conference player of the week, making the All-Con
ference team for the third time in four weeks. Ram
fans swarm joyously onto the field to celebrate the
victory. URI now has a 3-0 conference mark and is a
contender for the title.
October 24: URl faces Boston University, ranked fifth
in New England, in its final home game, but loses 21-
0. The Rams send four BU players to the hospital, but
the offense fumbled seven times, with the Terriers re
covering four Ram miscues.
October 3 I : Nothing goes right for the Rams as they
are massacred by New Hampshire at Cowell Stadi
um, Durham. The Rams turnover the ball to the Wild
cats eight times, and the potent UNH offense takes
advantage, punishing URl 59-7 in Rhody's worst de
feat in seven years.
November 7: Coach Gregory returns "home" to Phil
adelphia to face powerful Temple University with
URI a three-touchdown underdog. Wicks and Nar
cessian 1 1 I 3 yards rushing) pick the highly touted Owl
defense apart, only to lose 18-15 after leading most
of the way, as Paul Loughran of Temple returns a URl
kick 84 yards for the winning TD.
November 14: URI enters the game at Connecticut
with a 3-1 Conference mark and will gain at least a
tie for the title by beating U Conn. Two touchdown
drives engineered by sub QB Bob Ehrhardt are too
little and too late for the Rams, who lose 33-12 to
Rick Robustelli and company. The Rams finish with a
3-2 conference slate, and are 3-5 overall.
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When I was first exposed to the complexities of
Rhode Island football, I weighed all the factors and
decided that the time and place was such that we
could have winning, exciting football at URI. My new
staff, my squad, and those in the university directly
associated with us faced many problems: some of
these problems were very serious since they were as
sociated with a preconceived losing image. Other
problems were the normal technical problems relat
ing to preparing a team for a difficult schedule. Then,
of course, there was the favorite topic of many of our
staff discussions How do we make football impor
tant and enjoyable for all of Rhode Island? Every
challenge has its own unique personality that marks it
as an experience to remember. Little Rhody's football
fortunes were usually measured in a relative sense:
my dream is to have success over the biggest and the
best, to make a RAM winning team a tradition at this
university. It will take the resolution of many prob
lems, the sorting out of many complexities. However,
the 1970 season, I sincerely feel, will be remembered
as the year that the RAMS began this fight.
Coach Gregory
Surfer by Peter Pan
URI's first hockey team produced
an undefeated and unscored-
upon season. Coach Ir Relevant
attributed his success to "long
hours of practice and excellent
facilities.
"
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The 1970-71 URI basketball team New Hampshire, with the Wild
faced one of the roughest sched cats confusing the Rams by shift
ules in the school's hoop history. ing defenses. However, the Ram;
finishing with a disappointing 10- took charge in the second haH
17 overall record. The Rams did running, shooting accurately, fast-
better against their conference ri breaking and playing good de
vals, finishing second with an 8-2 fense. Rhody raced to an 86-73
record. Coach Tom Carmody s victory. Bud Hazard who had 17
club trailed only the University of points in the second half, paced
Massachusetts in the Yankee Con the Rams with 20 points and 1 1
ference standinos. rebounds.
URI began the season as if they
were going to literally run their
opponents off the court. They
took to the road for a triumphant
weekend swing to New Hamp
shire and Maine. The Rams
played sluggish ball in the first
Against the Black Bears of Maine
Saturday night, the Rams as
sumed an early lead which they
held throughout the game. Molloy
and Tolliver passed and maneu
vered like magicians. Nate Adger
contributed 27 points and 13 re-
' '
p Maine 110-82.
The Rams then faced Yankee
Conference rival Massachusetts,
led by 6'6 Julius Erving, a force in
himself. The Rams and Redmen
battled on even terms throughout
most of the contest, but the visi
tors from Amherst prevailed in
overtime, 80-76.
The Rams bounced back from de
feat at the Storrs Field House of
the University of Connecticut.
The visitors jumped to an early
lead, but the game was alWAYS
close, usually with URI on top. The
Rams spent most of the final mo
ments "freezing the ball," as a re
minder to UConn of how the
Rams were defeated in the infa
mous "stall game" the year be-
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fore. The slowdown employed by
Connecticut in that game cost
the Rams the Yankee Conference
crown. Tom Carmody and the
URI forces led by Hazard's 16
points got revenge this time, win
ning 75-67.
Rhode Island, led by Rowell, who
scored 29 points, and Adger. who
grabbed a season's high of 16 re
bounds, came back to beat Yan
kee Conference foe Vermont, but
it was not easy. Both teams
played on fairly even terms, espe
cially in the second half, but the
Rams came out on top, 93-84.
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Providence College proved a
much tougher foe at Keaney than
they were in Providence. Led by
the scoring of Donnie Lewis and
the generalship of Ernie DiGrego-
rio, the Friars had an easy time in
defeating URl, 81-64. Rowell's 19
points and I I rebounds led the
Rams.
Massachusetts was again foe for
the Rams, who did not envy the
task of meeting Julius Erving and
company in their Amherst "snake
pit." With Erving's scoring and
rebounding making the differ
ence, the Redmen defeated the
Rams 83-71 and thus clinched the
Yankee Conference crown. Tolliv
er ledlthe URI scorers with 20
points.
The Rams breezed through their
next four conference games de
feating New ' Hampshire, Ver
mont, Connecticut, and Maine
only to be crushed in their final
game of the season.
At tiny Marvel Gym in Provi
dence the Rams ran into a redhot
Brown guard named Rusty Tyler,
who bombed them out of conten
tion with 46 points. Tyler's team
mates didn't do too badly either,
as they sent the Rams reeling to a
95-78 defeat.
Despite the disappointment of a
10-17 record, there was some
consolation as Tolliver and Adger
were named to the all-Yankee
Conference first team. Rowell
and Hickson were second-team
selections, while Molloy was an
honorable-mention choice at one
of the guard spots.
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Ironically the sailing team is probably the least known and praised group
in the Keaney-Zarchen complex but undoubtably the most successful
team in uri's shoddy history. The sailing team has been rated as the num
ber two team in the nation, easily captured the New England Champion
ship, and has placed two members on the "All American
"
roster.
TEAM
Skip Whyte Captain, All American
Henry Bossett All American
Clay Evans
Mike Fenton
John Hayes
Bob Hicks
Steve Lirakas
John Telfeyan
Norman Windus
Chris Wells
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Dec. 2, 1970
Violence, racisnn, and selfishness must be purged from the American Society America
must make profound institutional and attltudlnal changes to cope with the realities and
challenges of today's world.
"Students became the new niggers and Indians at Kent State
last May. Even the most blatant idiot can understand that
America is a racist country that oppresses people. Young
people have the power to change things, but they can't do it
with guns.
"
Dick Gregory
March 17, 1971
'All the soldiers in England could not crush the Spirit
of the Irish People"
Bernadette Devlin
Feb. 7, 1971
"You will only end religious prejudice, racial prejudice, and
national prejudice when you end the system that created
them. ... It makes little difference to me who stands on my
throat, whether he Is a British Imperialist or an Irish Capital-
"The greatest discovery of all is to find the purpose of life.'
Mohammed All
April 15, 1971
"We'll issue our own ultimatum to Nixon
from our guts. If the government of the
United States won't stop the war, then we
will stop the government of the United
States."
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Davis
March 29, 1971
Jerry Rubin - May 12, 1971
"We're already planning for 1972, we're going to
both conventions. They call a party, we call a party!
We're going to put LSD In the water supply of what
ever city they hold them In."
Page for Peace
This page is donated by the staff in an effort to motivate you the stu
dent, to take a positive action. If you really are sincere about your con
victions and want to go on record as such, sign your name and mail this
page.
Mr. President,
This letter is to make you aware that I am opposed to the American in
volvement in Viet Nam. The majority is not silent, the government is
deaf.
Respectfully,
Pres. Richard M. Nixon
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20005
\^asliington d.c.
STOP
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Baum Pledges to Maintain Order at URI
Dr. 'WVrner A. Baum. president
of the University of Rhode Island,
yesterday warned all memliers of
the university community that in
terruptions or disturbances at
campus events will lead to disci
plinary action, including suspen-
The firm notice, mailed to fac
ulty members and administrators
and distributed to students, was is
sued in anticipation of possible
student demonstrations tomorrow
in memory of the 1970 killings of
siudents at Kent State and Jack
son State Universities.
Last night, the URI student
senate reaffirmed its request that
no classes he held tomorrow.
The Faculty Senate, which
must approve a change in the
school calendar if the classes are
to be postponed, will meet in a
special session today to consider
rescheduling Wednesday's classes
to a later date.
The I URl
contains no specific regulations
dealing with disruption of lawful
functions at the university except
when a campus visitor, such as a
controversial speaker, is involved.
While an amendment lo plug
the loophole in regulations was
being studied, the Facullv Senate
last fall adopted a resolution re
questing the "responsible aulhori-
ty" to "take all appropriate action
necessary" in connection with dis
ruptive activity. The amendment
revision study was completed re
cently and the senate is scheduled
to debate on Thursday an amend
ment to the manual's regulations
concerning interference with cam
pus functions.
In the absence of a final deci
sion on the disciplinary matter.
Dr. Baum said he was issuing the
statement in keeping \yilh recent
court decisions that "when there
is a possibility of campus disrup
tion, it is essential that there be no
misunderstanding about what
could happen to those who inter
fere with the functions of liie uni-
The URI president told stu
dents and others that an individu
al's status at URI will not be
changed by something, such as
suspension, until charges have
been brought against him and
have been adjudicated. He added,
however, that in instances when
"in my opinion his continued
presence on the campus consti
tutes an immediate threat lo mem
bers of the university community
or to the property or orderly func
tion of the universitv. he shall be
immediately suspended subject to
a prompt but later hearing on the
Dr. Baum also noted that the
campus is slate property and its
roads are public, making those al
the university subject to civil and
criminal statutes of the state.
"Even if I wished to do so, and
I do not, 1 have neither authority
to suspend these statutes nor to
ameliorate the penalties for their
violation," he said.
"Thus, those who engage in dis
ruptive conduct may leave them
selves open nol only lo university
discipline, bul to civil and crimi
nal actions as well." he conclud
ed.
last Friday in which Dr. Baum re
jected a sludent senate resolution
calling for cancellation of classes
tomorrow in memory of the anni
versary of the studenl deaths.
The UR] president offered a
number of alternative actions, in
cluding a dialogue Saturday on
the killings or a temporary cancel
lation of classes tomorrow while a
1 p.m. memorial service is hehl.
He noted at the lime that the
student senate resolution reached
him Friday, the day after the Fac
ulty Senate, which is responsible
for changes in the school calendar
had met. Anthony Robinson, slu
dent senate president, failed lo
bring up the resolution al the fac-
Students have predicted sponta
neous demonstrations and large-
scale cutting of classes tomorrow.
On that issue. Dr. Baum said
yesterday, "If. some students de
cide to boycott classes to deprive
themselves of the ven* educalional .
opportunity for which they have
come here, and to risk the result
ing impact on their academic rec
ord, the university cannot compel
their physical attendance."
However, he said the university
can take steps to make sure that
others do have the chance to pur
sue studies and activities on cam
pus as planned.
The student senate, meeting be
fore 600 students last nighl. de
feated a resolution stipulating that
class lime missed could nol be re
scheduled.
The sludent senate action a[-
peared to be a compromise with
the administration, since the reso
lution which il passed last week
and reaffirmed last nighl called
for classes to be canceled, not
postponed.
Dr. Baum, who attended the
meeting, said he did nol object to
the student senate's action.
The student senate voted lo es
tablish a bail fund of $500 for
about 30 URl students arrested in
antiwar demonstrations in Wash
ington.
An amount of additional bail
fund money was collected from
the sludenis who attended the
Meanwhile, an unofficial stu
dent group held a day-long refer
endum yesterday and will con
tinue the referendum today.
Spokesmen for the group said
more than 1,600 students voted
yesterday on two questions, which
were: 1. "I support a moratorium
on classes Wednesday May 5, in
honor of those killed in Jackson
State;" and 2. "I believe that the
war in Vietnam and in America is
a war against the people and that
il can only be slopped by the peo
ple. Therefore, 1 declare that I
will, through a strike, call on the
President to slop this war."'
A spokesman for the grou[) said
the strike referred lo is a "strike
on ihe university" for the rest of
the year.
Results yesterday were 1,040 to
629 in favor of the strike question
and 1,429 to 238 in favor of the
other question, the spokesman
0 nONST RAToaS FOR C"^^^
Spring's our big season, but we're expecting a small
cancellation from URI this week . . .
Monday Night May 3, 1971
M^
Wednesday
Demands of Black Students
We. the black students al the University of Rhode Island, because of an
increased lack of respect from the racist administration and the Student
Senate (Tax Committee), plus a lack of Black representation, hereby de
clare a takeover in effect unlil the following demands are met. If these de
mands are not met, we. the Black siudents >. , no n.-.d u> furthering our
education under these racist handicapped cir. lllll^l^[l. -s.
1) We demand that before any of our deinaihls arc < nri-nlered that for all
our present class amnesty be given to each sludtrii in\nl\.<l. If, al this time.
a student has a C, then he should get that C. for his final mark.
2) We demand that the Special Programs Un the Talent Development be
given the money which was requested plus enough montv lo increase their
enrollment of students for Pre-Malrir to 150.
3) We demand that all of the 123 eligible applications for Pre-Matric be
accepted for the summer of '71.
4) We demand that the freshman enrollment for fall 71 contain 300
Black students.
5) We demand that every incoming freshman <:lass contain the minimum
of 10% Black students.
the communiiy
nunily and with
oped in conjun
6) We demand that the application fee of $10 be waived for all applying
Black students due to the fact thai many Black people don't apply because
their financial position prevents them from doing so.
7) We demand ihal a bus be provided for us so thai m
tutoring program for our Nounger brothers and sisters
and so we can conlinue to be involved with the Black C(
our brothers and sisters in the Adult Correctional Inslil
8) We demand that an admission board be
the Afro-American Society.
9) We demand that the University have an on-going recruitment program
with a Biack recruiter in the field recruiting in every capacity.
10) We demand that there be Black professors on each and every deparl-
11) We demand Black Adn
12) We demand Black Counselors.
13) We demand that the University appoint a co
Afro-American Society lo develop a Black Studic
mented in the fall of 72.
lillce approved by the
'rogram lo be iniple-
May 5, 1971
niiiVii-l-r
The importance of the day was one of individual interest and committ
ment.
Wednesday
i^ 1^^- ^F^IWIM
'' J^M^V^ "^^B-^ -.3^^^^lk.^tji3I^^P '"^^^^^^^^^^^
''I i II , I
Night
To some. Peace City on
the Quad was home; to
others, an eyesore.
Thursday May 6, 1971
President Werner
Baum meets with the
Afro-American socie
ty-
After awhile they become part of the scenery, like
seasonal flowers . . . They bloom in Spring and
fade away by summer.
Friday May 7, 1971
Vice-President O'Connell and others
speak from steps of Administration Build
ing.
The Not so
to a Very
Perfect End
Happy Story
SENIOR SURVEY
URI 1937
Five greatest men of all time: Lincoln, Washington. Christ, Caesar, FDR.
What do you estimate the approximate cost of your college education? $2512.
Average age upon graduation: 22 years. 4 months, 17 days.
Greatest thing acquired in your college education: Friendships
Hardest year: Sophomore; Easiest year: Freshman; Most pleasant year: Senior.
Would you enter Rhode Island State College if you were to become a Freshman again?
Yes 70% No 307o
Most valuable course: Public Speaking
Does R.I.S.C. emphasize athletics too strongly? Yes 1% No 99%
Are you in favor of offering athletic scholarships at R.I.S.C? Yes 46% No 54%
Favorite sport: Equal division between Football and Basketball.
Would you prefer a varsity letter to a Scholastic award? Yes 46% No 54%
Do you prefer financial success to intellectual success? Yes 75% No 25%
Have you decided upon your future occupation? Yes 48% No 52%
Weekly wage expected at first job after graduation: $20-$25.
Do you believe in the social security law? Yes 67% No 33%
Do you prefer the 21st amendment to the 18th? Yes 83%, No 17%
Are you in favor of having beer served on campus? Yes 27% No 73%
Has your religion strengthened or weakened at R.I.S.C? strengthened 15%
weakened 16% unchanged 69%
What quality would you desire the greatest in a marriage mate? "Understanding"
Have you ever gone co-eding? Yes 67% No 33%
Are you in favor of canceling classes after a major dance? Yes 93% No 7%
Most common subject in bull sessions: Sex
Average cost of a date: $2.00
Description of Dream Girl: Eyes; Blue Hair; Brown Height 5'5" Weight; 118
doesn't smoke and doesn't drink.
Description of Dream Boy: Eyes; Brown Hair; Brown Height 6' I
"
Weight 170
smokes and drinks some.
34 Years Later URl 1971
Five greatest men of all time (prior to 1938): Jesus Christ, Lincoln, Shakespeare, Marx,
Aristotle.
What do you estimate the approximate cost of your college education? $8,817.
Average age upon graduation: 22 years, 4 months.
Greatest thing acquired in your college education: Emotional Maturity
Hardest year: Freshman Easiest year: Senior Most pleasant year: Junior
Would you enter URl if you were to become a freshman again? Yes 47% No 53%
Most valuable course: Psychology 103 Towards self-understandmg.
Does URI emphasize athletics too strongly? Yes 43% No 57%
Are you in favor of offering athletic scholarships at URI? Yes 50% No 50%
Favorite sport: Basketball 37% Football 19%
Would you prefer a varsity letter to a scholastic award? Yes 1% No 99%
Do you prefer financial success to intellectual success? Yes 38%> No 62%
Have you decided upon your future occupation? Yes 52% No 48%
Weekly wage expected at first job after graduation. $140-$ I 50 per week.
Do you believe in the social security law? Yes 98%, No 2%
Do you prefer the 21st amendment to the 18th? Yes 53% No 8% Undecided 39%
Are you in favor of having beer served on campus? Yes 99% No 1%
Has your religion strengthened or weakened at URI? strengthened 22%
weakened 56% unchanged 22%
What quality would you desire the greatest in a marriage mate? "Understanding"
Have you ever gone co-eding? Yes 40% No 30% Undecided 30%
Are you in favor of abolishing classes after a major concert? Yes 24% No 76%
Most common subject in bull sessions: SEX (Overwhelmingly)
Average cost of a date? $8.25.
Description of Dream Girl: Eyes; Hazel Hair; Brown Height 5'6" Weight; I 1 5
does not smoke but definitely drinks.
Description of Dream Boy: Eyes; Blue Hair; Brown Height 6'0" Weight 180
does not smoke but definitely drinks.
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kl-L STUDENTS
RtdSTRHTlON FOR
CAREER PUNNING
M*D PUCEMENT
Wl UTOGRADS
m UP rouR
CAREER INVfNTORy HERf
""ra ORI wHdn
HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR FUTURE? SUNNY-SIDE UP OR SCRAMBLED?
Take a minute: When have you last thought about what you are going to do after your college days? What are the new careers in the
70 s? --
or. Where are college grads applying their talents? And. did you realize that career planning is not just for seniors? Or, that jobs are really
scarce.
You may be alarmed at the limits today tor direct use of your college degree. However, there is much to be considered. It is a Valuable Key.
And,
since no one can take it away from you, you must make it work for you, particularly while you are getting It. Your future order is bemg taken.
It seems to me that one of your most exciting and worthwhile courses in college could be simply one of your very own design, such as Career
tx-
plorinq and Planning 101" (There Is no limit to advanced courses in this subject.) This could be quite a research project.
Your campus has so many resources. A great place to start The Career Information or Placement Center. Add your faculty, deans,
counselors,
advisors friends work experiences, libraries and so forth. Self-evaluation or "having yourself for homework," is not easy. But, what bettor time to
as
sess your own developement, attitudes, interests, talents, program of studies, knowledge of career alternatives, and the interrelationship
of all for
present and future use. By working toward more real goals, you likely will find your enthusiasm returning for your studies
in gene
You deserve to know the scene, just where the graduates of college programs are finding their first jobs, and where the
possible training programs, further study required, or ways to get involved in that very crowded job market.
Consider one fact, that on the average, 100,000 hours of your lives will be spent in the world of work. It seems less thar
in study of the possible areas best suited to you. ith-c j
With this kind of preparing to be done, there is simply no substitute for planning early. By this 1 mean to give yourself the advantage
of TIME and
knowledge. You should be planning alternatives in two ways: (a] remembering there is more than one job are
happy, (b) the kind of work you choose may present other limits of location, training, and so forth.
Such efforts in planning can make the difference in your "future order," and certainly reduce confusion and disappointment.
Why not do your best: you have much to give. It is a new and dema
Id
3 not; and, what i
i not to invest tlrr
in which you could be effectiv
>rld. And, may I soy (like the Carpenters] you've "only just begun.'
Marie MacDi
URl Career Planning and
SAY . . . didn't you graduate? NAW ... I was too busy getting an education
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Diane Dipuiniio
English
Pamela EnnIs
Nursing
Alpha Delta Pi
Bernice E. Gersteln Rosanne Giard Mark R. Grey
Child Development Child Development Management
Kappa Alpha Theta Alpha Xi Delta Phi Mu Delta
Elementary Educ,
Phi Slqma Delta
Aries enjoy obstacles . . .
relish competition . . .
and get immense pleasure
in winning out over long odds.
John E. Hutchir
Marketing
Theta Chi
Lambda Delta Phi
Martha Nelson James R. Nestor Patricia Ann O'Brien Robert O'Connor Patricia Ann O'Reilly
Nur inq Economics Mathematics Electrical Engineering fHome Economics
Phi Mu Delta Alpha Xi Delta Alpha Chi Omega
Paula Paccasassi Diane Parenteau Margaret S. Raymond Peter V. Rivelli Stephen Rodyn
Eiemen+ary Education Dental Hygiene Food and Nutrition Teacher Education
Theta Delta Chi
Geology
Phi Sigma Delta
Carl H. Rosen
Marketing Management ^ ease Use Dtliei Doot
You have little or no
ability to judge people
nor are you gifted
with insight . . .
You are the adventuresome
pioneer . . .
the original self-starter . . .
independent and high
spirited.

Ellen-Ann Corry
Secondary Education
English
Robert D. Dee Geraldine A. DeMello Linda Dichristofaro Anne Dillon
Accounting Elementary Education English Sociology
Phi Gamma Delta Delta Zeta Alpha Xi Delta
Jan Paul Eckhart
Business Ad.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Kathefine L. Garvey Barbara Gilkes David M. Greene Rich,ard Green Jr. Laur le J. Gurdi
Physical Education Home Economics Zoology Insur a nee Secctndary Edu(
Chi Omega SigmlaChi Fren ch
Kevin A. Hackman Ronald J. Hamel Brenda J. Hi
Political Science Political Science Child Develc
Theta Chi Delta Zeta
Sandra Hellman
Home Economics
Sigma Delta Tau
Janice Hlllman
Education
Lambda Delta Phi
Clinton R. Holland. Jr. Kathleen Howell Barbara E. Hughes Robert H. Hunter Judith Joyce
Chemical Engineering Child Development Textiles and Clothing Pharmacy Textiles and Clothing
Alpha Delta Pi
Lawrence Kahn
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Thomas J. Kipphut
Lambda Chi Alpha
Ellon H. Kling
Pharmacy
Margaret M. Lonard
Biology
David S. Luther
Political Science
Phi Kappa Psi
Virginia Lacey Jo-Anne. Lancellotti
General Business Secondary Education
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Delta Pi Lambda Chi Alpha
Susan L. Mehaiko
Nursing
Sandra Lee Milewicz
Secondary Education
Delta Zeta
Kenneth B. Miner
Marketing Managem
Patricia Rishe Maureen Ross Alan Santaniello Nicky J. Scalera John L. Scanlon
Psychology Dental Hygiene Industrial Enginee ing Insurance Physical Ed.
Theta Delta Chi Tau Kappa Epsilon Phi Mu Delta
Jeffrey Spring Eric Stein John Tarasevich Suzanne Tillinghast Salvatore Vitrand
History Political Science Accounting Home Economics Industrial Englneei
Tau Kappa Epsilon Theta Chi Education
Delta Delta Delta
Tau Epsilon Phi
Barbara VonVillas Dennis F. Walsh Linda Waters Dennis Welch Adelle A. White
English Math
Phi Gamma Delta
Spanish Pharmacy
Lambda Chi Alpha
Nursing
You are naturally
cautious . . .
you don't believe
in luck nor in the
whims of fate.

Suzanne L Beaujean
Lambda Delta Phi
Robert L. Beauregard
Civil Engineering
Pi Lambda Phi
Stephen Benjamin
Industrial Engineering
Phi Sigma Kappa
Karen Palazio Blouin Robert Bradway
Elementary Education Chemical Engineering
Lambda Delta Phi
Benedict Cri
Agronomy
Sigma Chi
Walter J. Dandrow Jr. Susan E. Dauksys Jeanine Deragon
Business Education General Home Economics Textiles and Clothing
Delta Delta Delta
Robert W. Gilsteir
Economics
Phi Sigma Delta
Joseph Goodrr
Pharmacy
John M. Haik Roberta Harvey Richard Herma
Physical Education Art Sociology
Phi Mg Delta Phi Sigma Deiti
-^ Gemini: the sign of the twins . .
ever-changing, unpredictable
^^^ personality . . .
They are seldom happy in
;^rt^
one place very long.
Gail Amanda Morgan
Elementary Education
English
Marilyn Morris
Textiles and Clothing
Angelo P. Neri
Psychology
You are gifted with an alert
receptive mentality and the
most adaptable of signs . . .
no situation leaves you
Unnerved .
iohi1 G. Ozar Elizabeth C. Payne Lois Pazienza Thoirlas M. Petronio Richard Price
nalism Elementary Education
Delta Delta Delta
Business Education
Delta Zeta
Political Science Economics
SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
ORDER TO REPORT FOR INDUCTION
Approval Not Required.
The President of the United States,
To
JOHN a. OZAH, JR.
RHODE ISWND
LOCAL BOARD NO. I
POST OFFICE BUILDING
'A'ARRFN. R. I. 02885
..Il JM^ML.W.X
(DaU of mailing)
SELECTIVE SERVICE NO.
37 li9 17li
Greeting :
You are hereby ordered for induction into the Armed Forces of the United States, and to report
^j.
LOCAL BOARD NO. I, WARREN, R. I.
Q
JANUARY 19,...1971 at 7 :.00..a, m,
(Date) (Hour)
for forwarding to an Armed Forces Induction Station.
Li^i-rk^^<?>^.'M.a^..^I?U.^.e:?^^
rk/6f Local Board)
IMPORTANT NOTICE
(Read Each Paragraph Carefully)
IF YOU HAVE HAD PREVIOUS MILITARY SERVICE, OR ARE NOW A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL
GUARD OR A RESERVE COMPONENT OF THE ARMED FORCES, BRING EVIDENCE WITH YOU. IF YOU
WEAR GLASSES. BRING THEM. IF MARRIED, BRING PROOF OF YOUR MARRIAGE. IF YOU HAVE ANY
PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION WHICH, IN YOUR OPINION, MAY DISQUALIFY YOU FOR SERVICE IN
THE ARMED FORCES, BRING A PHYSICIAN'S CERTIFICATE DESCRIBING THAT CONDITION, IF NOT
ALREADY FURNISHED TO YOUR LOCAL BOARD.
Valid documents are required to substantiate dependency claims in order to receive basic allowance for quarters. Be
sure to take the following with you when reporting to the induction station. The documents will be returned to you. (a)
FOR LAWFUL WIFE OR LEGITIMATE CHILD UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGEoriginal, certified copy or photostat of a
certified copy of marriage certificate, child's birth certificate, or a public or church record of marriage issued over the sig
nature and seal of the custodian of the church or public records; (6) FOR LEGALLY ADOPTED CHILDcertified court
order of adoption; (c) FOR CHILD OF DIVORCED SERVICE MEMBER (Child in custody of person other than claim
ant) (1) Certified or photostatic copies of receipts from custodian of child evidencing serviceman's contributions for sup
port, and (2) Divorce decree, court support order or separation order; (d) FOR DEPENDENT PARENTaffidavits
establishing tiiat dependency.
Bring your Social Security Account Number Card. If you do not have one, apply at nearest Social Security Adminis
tration Office. If you have life insurance, bring a record of the insurance company's address and your policy number.
Bring enough clean clothes for 3 days. Bring enough money to last 1 month for personal purchases.
and meals and lodging when necessary, from the place of reporting to
If found qualified, you will be inducted into the Armed Forces. If
J and lodging when necessary, will be furnished to the place of reporting.
Keep this in mind in arranging your affairs, to prevent any undue hard
ship ^f you are not inducted. If employed, inform your employer of this possibility. Your employer can then be prepared
to continue your employment if you are not inducted. To protect your right to return to your job if you are not inducted,
you must report for work as soon as possible after the completion of your induction examination. You may jeopardize your
reemployment rights if you do not report for work at the beginning of your next regularly scheduled working period after
you have returned to your place of employment.
Willful failure to report at the place and hour of the day named in this Order subjects the violator to Sne and impris
onment. Bring this Order with you when you report.
If you arc so far from your own local board that reporting in compliance with this Order will be a serious hardship,
go immediately to any locil board and make written request
for transfer of your delivery for induction, taking this Order
with you. ^^^_^^^^_^^^^^_^_^.^^^^^^^^ ^^
This Local Board will furnish transportation,
the induction station where you will be examined.
found not qualified, return transportation and meal
You may be found not qualified for induction.
SSS Form 252 (Revised 4-28-65) (Previo ' be used until exhausted.)
Ruth Snegg Marion L. Spaulding Susan Spero Thomas Stolarz Lynn T. Toothill
Art Nursing Journalism Flslierles and Marine Textiles and Clothing
Lambda Delta Phi Technology Delta Zeta
James WinterboHom Nathalie Yaghoobian
Secondary Education Business Education
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Peter Bradley Joseph Broccoli Thomas M. Bruzzese Deborah Bustiti Garret Gaffrey
Agriculture Education French Psychology Physical Education Physical Educatit
Phi Sigma Kappa Theta Delta Chi Sigma Chi
George Champlir
Biology
Merrill A. Choper Carol Ciesynski
Child Developement Home Economic
Carmella Colanfonic
Biology-Education
Alpha Chi Omega
Louise Coonay
Home Economics
Kappa Alpha Theta
BeveHee-Ann Crowther Donna Cunard
Child Developement Secondary Education
Edward Darf
Geology
Richard Davids
Psychology
John R. Gordon William F. Greene John Guglielmino
John Henehan Barbara Ann Integlia Susan A. Jackson
English Biology Home Economics
Phi Sigma Kappa Sigma l<appa
Cancer sign of the "crab"
They may be moody, changeable,
and hypersensitive . . .
but they are sympathetic
and capable of showing
much understanding.
Textiles and Clothing
Richard Laple
You have great depth
of feeling, but you are
extremely sensitive, and
your feelings can be
easily hurt . . .
Marie McEntee
Elementary Educati
Joan Piascik
Alpha Chi Omega
Betty Mumford
Home Economics Ed.
Chadene Pacelt
Physical Education
Alpha Xi Delta
1
Marcella Paquette
Dental Hygiene
Paul R. Pieard
Management
Sigma Phi Epsilot
Paula Norton
Sociology
Raymond Palaizola
Education
David Payton
Industrial Engineering
Pi Lambda Phi
Richard L. Porri
Pharmacy
Sigma Chi
243
Patricii1 E. Schwartz Geraldine M. Scia
Matheimatics Elementary Educa
Alpha Chi Omegi
Arnold H. Silverman Linda Kay Smith
Marketing Management Sociology
Sigma Chi
Rosalind Solingei
Margaret Sowinski
Biology
Sandra Sticltney
Political Science
George Teixeira Jr. Michele Tessier Thomas Turano
Zoology Dental Hygiene Physics
Sigma Phi Epsilon
n J{
You have very expressive
features and very secretive
natures . . .
Deborah Ventrone
Sociology
Eduardo Villagran
Resource Economi.
Jill Sandy Votta
Political Science
Jeffrey M. Wainger
Math
Phi Sigma Kappa
Judith K. Winther
Textiles and Clothing
Delta Delta Delta
WW"
LOVE
You
GyT5 r ^
J h
/^^^^^^^^^Ht
\
m
^^^^^H
1
1
m^- - -.-: m
Susan Zarick
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
CED
Pi Sigma Alpha
Leos are supremely conscious
of their social role . . .
They are very proud and
generally individualistic.
s M. Belisle
Geography
IPS
Kathleen Candon
Secondary Educatii
French
Pamela N. Capece
Child Development
Delta Delta Delta
Claudio A. Caprio
Chemical Engineering
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Robert Cecchini
Industrial Engineering
Sigma Phi Epsilon
William B. Chan Kenneth Cole Joseph M. DeLillo Brian Donnelly Marilyn Duxbury
Zoology Accounting Management Management Sociology
Phi Kappa P5I Theta Delta Chi Sigma Phi Epsilon
You are the sign of the true
extrovert . . .
The overdeveloped ego . . .
The inherently imperious
and self-assured.
Elaine M. Gord'
English Educatic
Alpha Chi Ome Pi Lambda Ph;
Joseph A. Lombardo Linda Lupo
Fmance Bacteriology
Theta Chi
Thomas A. Maguire Jr.
Management Science
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Gregory Natale
Pharmacy
Brian Francis O'Connor Maritta Oianpera Pamela Paden
Physical Education Dental Hygiene Nursing
Sigma Nu Alpha Xi Delta
Cathy Pavalock
Nursing
Alpha Chi Omega
Elizabeth A. Peckham Ronald C. Pellerin Marvin M. Pelser, Jr. Paula Pennine
Textiles and Clothing Business Accounting Child Developement
Delta Zeta
Arthur R. Richardson Jr.
Marketing
Lambda Chi Alpha
Brian Robert
Engineering Tech.
Tiieta Chi
You radiate magnetism and
optimism . . .
you are happiest when you
are running the show.
Richard Rydberg
Mechanical Engine.
Phi Kappa Psi
Patricia Sabafini
Textiles and Clothing
Alpha Xi Delta
Kenneth C. Silvestro John M. Skaradowski Warren Stewart Ronald Strijek
Q.B.A. Political Scienci
Barbara I. Ulles
Secondary Educat
Robert S. Wood
Finance
Lambda Chi Alpha
You need to love
and be loved.
@
Virgo is the sign of service;
dependable . . .
Quick to assume responsibility
You are happiest when you
can be of service to others . . .
Sarah Punk
Nursing
Thomas D. Gamml
Civil Engineering
Jayne Giusti
Landscape Design
Helen Grav<
Psychology
Roger W. Guilmain Jr. Katherine Hallock
Animal Pathology Food and Nutritio
Pi Lambda Phi Alpha Xi Delta
You are perceptual and
analytical; intelligent
and a good conversationalist . . .
Gait Harper Patricia Hughe:
Dental Hygiene Biology
Diane M. Kaskewsky
Secondary Educatii
Alpha Chi Omega
l&g
Martin Leibowitz
Animal Science
Phi Sigma Delta
Susan Lindequist
Psychology
Maureen Martin Karen McLaughlin
Elementary Education Child Development
Chi Omega
Mark J. Montgomery Hormaid Naficy
Kathleen N. Osborne Charles Pantelakis Judith M. Papa
Pharmacy Psychology Child Developmeni
Chi Omega
Marcia E. Perry
Sociology
Alpha Chi Omega
Juliain Petrangelo Jeffrey A. Poultc
Secc)ndary Education Psychology
Sign^a Phi Epsilon
You are more mental than f
emotional and your innate reserve
often prevents you from being
able to express your true
feelings.
Mary K. Stewart Ma y J. Tow Deborah Tryde
Child Development Hi tory Dental Hygien
Chi Omega Sigma Kappa
Stuart Warwick
Electrical Engineering
Chi Phi
Betsy Wein Bonnie Wiener Gregory J. Young
Elementary Educ ation Business Administration
Sigma Delta Tau

Carrie Berger Georges Bockstsel Stephen Brod Deborah Burkhardt Barbara Ann Burns
Textiles and Clothing Biology History Child Developement Secondary Ed.
Sigma Delta Tau Phi Kappa Psi Chi Omega Lambda Delta Phi
Francis Connerton Jr. Howard R. Connor Gregory Coope
English Marketing Management Economics
Phi Gamma Delta
,ir^ I Mary Jane Cul
:. -^ I Math
Arthur Degraefan >Jr. Louis J. Demicco .
Industrial Enginee ng Accounting
Lambda Chi Alph
Carol Denlsewich John Desforges Robert J. DeSista Edward Dr chsler Eri C. Eskelund
Nursing Chemical Enginee
Pi Lambda Phi
ring Geography
Chi Phi
Botany
Phi Kappa Psi
Mechanical Engi
Willi sm J. Hunt Heather D. Hyd
Busin ess Administration Horticulture
Sigm a Phi Epsilon Delta Zeta
Bruce M. Harrison
Electrical Engineering
Meredith Hathaway
Psychology
As a Libran you enjoy social
affairs, and you will go out of
your way to meet people and ex
tend to them the little courtesies
that make life more pleasant.
Kathleen Jennings
Agriculturi
Judy Kaestner
Accounting
Donald Kati
Engineering Sci
Linda Lorenz
Home Econom
Charles F. Marshall II Carol McCarthy
Theatre Child Development
Marilyn McEleney Robert McTammany
Dental Hygiene Journalism
Hussain pabazard
Agriculture
Ronald Rainei
Management
Justine R. Robinson
Textiles and Clothing
Delta Zeta
Melanie A. Rocchic
Like all air signs, Libra
stresses the importance of
knowledge and likes to
accumulate facts "Evidence"
Marjo ie SfeadiT an Gerald P. Sullivan Sheryl Sw Joa n Tashman Bruce Van Dal
Eleme tary Education Psychology Child Developement French Civil Engineer,
Jean Walter Eilee n R. Wein er Steve n Willian son Jea F. Zabilski Robert Zarfarlan
Child Developement Busi ess Educa tion Gene ral Busin ss Ad. Elen entary Education Agriculture Busin
Phi Sigma Kappa

Stephen N. Aschettino Stephen Bartlett Thonnas Bates
Accounting Mechon cal Engine ring c Educati
Theta Delta Chi Chi Phi
Susan Cur ee Crandall W. DImock Alfred DiPrete Diane M. Donilon
Dlstributive Education Zoology Management Child Developme
Chi OmegaChi Phi
Maureen E. Ford
Phi Kappa Psi
Mary Jane Fuller Keith A. Gebler Nancy Gentill
Child Development Political Science Political Scien.
Alpha Chi Omega
Madeline Gerard!
Nursing
Kenneth Goldblatt Suzanne S. Groet
Management Botany
Phi Sigma Delta Delta Zeta
David N.
Scorpio: Intuitive, determined,
and secretive.
You rely on first impressions and
you are not an easy person
to fool . . .
Christine L. Jones Barbar s V. Kayser Janet Kelly
Medical Technology Home iconomics Biology Educa
Educ ation Alpha Xi Delt
Alpha Chi Omega
Debra Lee
Child Develope
Nancy Levine William S. Maioranc Barbara J. Mattson
English Biology Child Developemen
Sigma Delta Tau
William R. McCarthy
Horticulture
Karen Morse
Elementary Edui
Kathryn Murray
Textiles and Clothlr
Alpha Xi Delta
Chariene NIcholls Dianne M.
Textiles and Clothing Sociology
Carol E. Najarl
Sigma Kappa
Anthony Pal
Pharmacy
Kappa Psi
Frank A. Parenti
Business Administratio
Theta Chi
Arthur B. Pitterman Deborah Rampin
You have a tendency to
seek new and stimulating
experiences.
You have a fine sense of
sportsmanship.
Jeff Regan
Electrical Engine
William Robertson
Allen M. Shore
Finance
Alpha Epsilon Pi
N<.
^

Glenn W. Buckley Carol A. Buonocore Mela nie Cahl
Social Studies Secondary Education Agri,:ulture
Pi Lambda Phi Alpha Xi Delta
Karen Christensen Everett 1. Cornell Linda Coupe Kathleen Ann Crescenio
Secondary Education Agriculture Business Home Economics Secondary Education
Alpha Xi Delta Lambda Chi Alpha Alpha Xi Delta
Barbara H. Dee
Elementary Educatic
Alpha Chi Omega
Alberta DelPrete
Education
Lambda Delta Ph
Janice Dumont LeRoy Edwards
Textiles and Clothing Psychology
You want to leave
your imprint on time;
to make a contribution
to society . . .
Anne L. Goldstei
Speech Scien.
Joseph H. Henry Susan E. Hersey Ronald Z. Kapl<
Bacteriology Sociology Advertising
Alpha Epsilon Pi Lambda Delta Phi
You have a strong need
for independence.
Your mind is never closed
to viewpoints of others.
Millie R. Madrick Pam la J. Mason Barbara Matteucci Susa McCraw Marjorie L. Merdiny
English
'
Sigma Kappa
Dent al Hygiene Textile s and Clothing Engl h Child Development
Sigm s Kappa
W^ JfK
Virginia A. Neubold
Child Development
Alpha Xi Delta
Frank R. Papa
Randall M. Pillsbury Donna M. Pytel
Journalism Bacteriology
Donald Rosenthal
Zoology
Marcia L. Sahagian
Physical Education
Russell J. Sau.
English
Carl J. Tabor
Agricultural Technology
Phi Gamma Delta
Alfred Testa. Jr.
Political Science
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Adele M. Thompson
Secondary Educatior
Sallm A. Vallmahomed
Civil Engineering
You meet people easily . .
You can be flattered into
doing something, but you
rebel at direct orders.
II
Thomas M. Catald.
Physical Education
Phi Mu Delta
Guenther H. Der Manella
Management
Terri Duhamel
Barbara Foote
Child Development
Delta Delta Delta
You are
extremely
conservative . . .
David W. Galipeai
Electrical Engim
Sigma Pi
Alpha Chi Omega
You are a born
organizer . . .
You can visualize the possible
outcome of any project.
Douglas P. Holi David Jeffrey Judith Kane Edward Keenag
Sociology English Sociology
Alpha Chi Om ega Phi Sigma Delt
Ronald W. Kresch Carol A. Lapham Cynthia Lentz Thomas Luckenbaugh
Business Administration English Nursing
Chi Omega
Mechanical Engineer!
Kathleen Luprik
English
Jacquelyn Lynch
Physical Education
Chi Omega
Vanessa Lynn
Art History
Drew Magee
Finance
Phi Mu Delta
Kimberley Malcomson Barbara Mande
Home Economics Education
Education
Ralph I. Nathan
Finance
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Paula Neumann
Dental Hygiene
Jocolyn A. O'Brien Richard B. Ofstie
Political Science
Phi Gamma Delta
You have a deep need
for love and companionship
You respond to the
needs of others.
Frederick E. Plante Wlllia nPlum Gall Procaclnl Edward J. Quinlan
Politic al Science General Business Textiles and Clothing Journalism
Adnlinistration Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Aquarians have a
tendency to identify
themselves with abstract
ideas or group
movements . . .
Ronr y R. Brunettl Kare n A. Jurton Martha Callan
Phys
Pi Lambda Phi
Nur ng Psychology
Douglas Campbel Michael P. Cavallaro Christine Clark Linda Coltrara Thomas H. Conno
General Business History Home Ec. Education Bacteriology
Administration Alpha Delta Pi
Phi Gamma Delta
You encourage any idea,
advocate any cause that you
feel will benefit humanity
Roger F. Muller Randi Olsei
Business Management English Edu
Lambda Chi Alpha
Ann Orner
Nursing
Delta Delta Delta
Peter Panagiotis John V. Pantalc
Graphic Arts Journalism
Sigma Chi
Spanish
Alpha Delta Pi
Arthur J. Watson Roberta Weinei
Political Science
Sigma Delta Ta
Elizabeth Weis Barbara Winsor
Child Development

Jeanne L Bursley
Child Development
Sigma Kappa
Sue Bursley
Textiles and Clothing
Sigma Kappa
Nola Carosi
English
Alpha XI Delta
Carlo V. DelBonis John Devaney
Agricultural Technology Economics
Joseph Del Sesto
Pharmacy
Theta Delta Chi
Richard E. Godfroy Richard M. Grabbert Pamela Graham Patricia Grant
General Administration Art Child Development Child Development
Sigma Phi Epsilon Kappa Alpha Theta
Howard M. Greenberg
Civil Engineering
Phi Sigma Delta
Larry Guerke
The activities of the
world often confuse you . . .
You should associate with
positive-minded and socially
adjusted individuals.
k liu
Cheryl Jones Jeanne E. Jordan Mary E. Kellner
Sociology Theatre Nursing
Delta Delta Delta Lambda Delta Phi
Patrick Heron Williain Hiliier Lee Howarth
Sociology Physic! Mathematics
Alpha Xi Delta
Donald Krzan Richard P. LaMothe Jr. Joseph A. Lopes Nancy E. LaPlerre Christine Lata!
Spanish English Sociology Sociology
Alpha Delta Phi
Elementary Edi
Patricia Nai
Child Development
Sigma Delta Tau
Karen I. Nieratko
English
Lambda Delta Phi Alpha Chi Omega
Susan D. Peters Russell Rezende
Sigma Nu
Steven M. Rubin
Finance
Alpha Epsilon PI
Neil N. Somberg Chris Stevens
History Industrial Engineering
Phi Sigma Kappa
Kathleen Stevenson Freda L. Stone
Engllsh/Elem. Ed.
Lambda Delta Phi
John L. Terranova Timothy C. Thresher Richard J. Toole Janie:e Troll
Physical Education Marketing Management Forestry Horticulture
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Sigm a Kappa
Mary Watson Celln.9 Welch Daniel A. Wise Dermis M. Wolii
Sociology Physic:al Education Sec. Ed. /Biology Geiology
Michael Sweeney
Mechanical Engineering
Stephen F. Vincent
Physical Education
Theta Chi
I
7)]
O^^
Roberl E. Barletta Christine F. Brazlna Dorothy Brown
Textiles and Clothing English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Carolyn Ann Butlei
Nursing
Orion: The hunter
at times you are found under
different signs . . .
Valorle Capwell Lee Anne Chenevert
Secondary Education Elementary Education
snsi
Gail E. Crawford
Psychology
Stephen Crawford Jane Lynn Dean
Janice M. DeQuattro Barbara Elsenstadt
English
Mrs. Edward Goldir
Psychology
Doris Greenberg Ralph F. Gu.
English Physical Edu
Ronald Guarnieri
Physical Education
Janet Kosch Albert LaFrance Delores Leinhos Robert Lemeshk
Home Economics Management
Theta Delta Chi
English Biology
Sigma Nu
1133
Marea E. Lewis Harriet F. Linn Elizabeth Mak Rosemary Martelli William McComb
Elementary Education English Biology French Civil Engineering
Psychology Alpha Chi Omega
John T. McGannon Francis McLocklin Cecilia Mendes Stephen P. Messineo Frances G. Mills
Marketing Geography Psychology Food Technology Nursing
Sigma Nu
You are often times an
unknown among a sea
of names . . .
John MInlcller Jr. Julie Morris
Management Nursing
Marjorie B. Pecfc
Psychology
DO NOT DETACH
University of
Rhode Island
Telephone No Fraternity
Degree Major Subject
ACTIVITIES (List all Extra-curricular activities, honorary affJlIaKons,
etc you have partidpated in, in ordsr of major Importance).
You have a tendency not
to fill out registration
forms completely . . .
Claremary Pratt
Secondary Educai
Jacqueline Rousseau
English
Pearl D. Scagos
English
Joy Scanlon Carol Shappy
Elementary Education Elementary Edu'
Chi Omega
Deborah Shippee
Sociology
Delta Zeta
Herbert Sirois
Mechanical Engineering
Donna Smith
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
Paul Smith Sharteen F. Soscia
History Secondary Educatic
Helen Sovet Elizabeth Spellman Lorraine St. Germain
English Psychology English
Alpha Chi Omega
Anna Swisk! Thoinas Tait Thomas Trainor Jr. Margot Vadeboncoeur
English Psycihology Management
Lambda Chi Alpha
History
Alice Veznalan Janis C. Weinstein
English English
Loretta M. White Ann Whitford
English Education-English
Thomas Wilburn
Civil Engineering
Zita C. Yaghoobian
Child Developement
Sigma Delta Tau
Dorothy Yamzon
English
X^^^t You are always
seeking new conquests
^
Janet Halligan
Editors in Chief
When dealing with a staff this small in number, it often
becomes necessary to demand of those few, more than
you would normally ask of a large group.
We would like to extend our thanks to all of these people
who tolerated our sometimes illogical requests and assign
ments, and who contributed a part of their own personali
ties into the very book itself.
Steve Friedman only wanted the position of Business Man
ager: he soon became invaluable to us in all facets of ad
ministration.
Shahrokh Dowlatshahi made only one request: "Keep
Greg out of the dark room!". Instead, we assigned enough
work to keep 2 darkrooms busy.
Bob Emerson's struggle to constantly remind Jan to get
him the 85 lens and more film usually ended up in failure.
but still he produced what was so much needed. Thanks
too to Bob Izzo in P.R.
Rob Sherwin is still looking for that roll of film he left on
our desk, yet knows he'll never find it. But at least we
found the tanglewood shot!
To Joe Norris, we extend a very personal thank you. His
complete dedication to photography and his deep con
cern for the Grist have helped more than anyone will ever
know or realize.
A final thank you to Aaron Jarit and Bernie Friedman of
Carol Studios who were so patient with our many prob
lems and especially to John Levis of Taylor Publishing
Company who proved to be more than a company repre
sentative; he was our personal friend.
Steve Friedman Business Ma
Shahrokh Dowlatshahi
-tonrnnhic Editor
Bob Emerson Photographer
(Introduction Photo Boy with Flag)
Rob Sherwin Photographer
(color Photography in Senior Section]
(Color Photo in Introduction Grist Page)
Joe Norris Color Introduction
Elizabeth Banks Ecology Color
Nicholas Scholera Cover Design
ADVISORS
Roger Conway
Arther Petrosemelo
Linda Shamoon
^
Abdul-RoliBem, Zoid A,4 Tft Hall URl, K.ngston, F.S.
Abdur-Rashid. Mustafa H.Shermon Rd- RFD I Smg Harb,
Wakefield, R.I.
Abizaid, Cheryl L.35 Seniamin St., Pawtucket, R.I,
Abtam!, Lois B.24 Sixth St., Providence. R.I.
Abrams, Ronald P.98 Wilcox Ave., Pawtucket, R.I.
Ackroyd, Michael H.^t? Woodland Ave., Esmond, R.I.
Adler, Ethon J. 18 Memorial Rd., Providence, R.I.
Adriance, Bryan T.Posac Point, North Kingstown. R,l.
Adriance, Kathleen N.44 Dr.. Warwick, R.t
Agnello. Joy A.6'/! Haswell St., Westerly, R.I.
Ahlschlager. Robert E, 10 Cherry Lane, Huntington, N.Y.
Aiello. Eugene N.^6? Pleasant St., Westerly, R.I.
Ainbinder. MichaelA.83 1 Cedar Rd.. North Bellmore, N.Y.
Albanese, Sandra M.52 Sussex St., Providence, R.I.
Alberg. William G. 161 Whittier Rd., Pawtucket. R.I.
Aldred. John M.36 Bernard St., Mernck. N.Y.
Aldrich. Barbara E. 102 Sylvan Dr., East Greenwich R.I.
Alexander, MaryA. I I 10 Old Baptist Rd., North Kingstown,
Algren, Cheryl A.46 Lafayette Dr., E. Greenwich. R.I.
Allen, Jeffrey H.552 East Ave.. Pawtucket. R.I.
Allan. Robert W. 123 Luti Dr.. Valley Stream, N.Y.
Alton, Bradley M. 17 Seech Hill Rd.. Peace Dale, R.I,
Alves. Paul J.4 Elm St., Cumberland, R,l.
Amaru. Linda J. 155 Hill Top Dr., Warwick, R.I.
Barney, William R,3 Ice House Rd., Peace Dale. R.I.
Barone, Anthony J. 1679 Cranston St., Cranston. R.I.
Barovick. Barry M.20 Coles Ct., River Edge. N.J.
Barr, James P. I 13 Crown A.e., East Providence, R.I.
Barrett, Stephen P.Box 159, Kingston. R.I.
Barry, Wendy L.Shields St.. Newport, R.I,
Barsoumlan, Manoug P.4 Taft Hall URI. Kingston, F.S.
Bartlett, Stephen F.24 Grove Aue., Cranston R,l.
Bartley, Lawrence J.525 Daggett Ave., Pawtucket, R.I.
Bate, Thomas R.367 Hopkins Hill Rd,. Coventry R.I.
Beagan, Patricia A,56 Errol St., Warwick, R,l.
Beatrice, Thomas J,21 Gould St., Wakefield. R.I.
Beaudoin. Robert A.525 Massachusetts Ave., West Acton
Beaudoin. Robert J.690 County Rd.. Barrington. R.I.
Beauiean, Suzanne L. 15 Dwight St.. Cumberland, R.L
Beauregard, Robert L.Shelter Ln.. Cumberland R.I,
Bebby. Barbara A.30 Warrington St., Providence, R.I.
Bedard, Celeste P.92 Dana St., Providence, R.I.
Bedell, James E.67 Forest Ave., Verona. N,J.
Bednarczyk, Cynthia M,32 Mechanic St., Hope Valley, R.I.
Belisle, Thomas M.9 Helme Rd, Kingston, R.I.
Bell. Richard A.231 Ann St.. Cumbedand, R.I.
Bellin. Berbara H.26 Fair.iew Ave.. Cranston, R.I.
Belmore, Carol A.29 Summer St.. Bristol, R,l.
Bencivenga, John A. 32 Lester Avenue Lynbrook, N.Y.
Bennett, Bridget R.416 Diamond Hill Rd., Cumbedand, R.I.
Bennett, Roger B.Pojac Point. North Kingstown, R.I,
Bonnis, Richard E, 1438 Middle Rd., East Greenwich, R.I.
Benoit Normand G.176 Transit St.. Providence, R.I.
Berardo. John R.30 Hobart St., Westerly, R.I.
Berger, Ann L 141 Cole Ave., Providence, R.t
Berger. Carrie A. 1607 Salem Rd., Valley Stream, N.Y.
Berger. Robert M,15 Hobomack Rd., Quincy. Ma,
Bernstein, Jane P 37 Sixth St,, Providence R.I.
Berry. John A.Saugatucket Rd.. Wakefield R,l.
Berube, Lucille Y.32 Hampton St., Providence, R,l.
Bessette Armand F.251 Norwood Ave,, Cranston, R,l.
Bickel, Nancy F.3720 Lynn Ln., Wantagh, N.Y.
Billig. Rory D.245 Legion Way. Cranston. R.I.
Binder, Robert J.234 Lincoln Ave., Island Park, N.Y.
Bisbee. David E. 15 Burgess St. Nashua, N,H.
Blackburn, Ann M.37 Austin St.. Wakefield, R.I.
Blake. Richard J. 101 Westwood Ave,, Cranston, R.I.
Blake. RobertC241 Howland Rd., East Greenwich, R.I.
Bliss, Betsey N.1345 Newman Ave. Seekonk, Ma.
Blue, Richard A, 102 Buttonwoods Ave., Warwick, R.I,
Blum, Roberta S. 165 Colony Rd., New Haven, Ct.
Blythe. Ronald R.62 Kiwanee Rd., Warwick, R,l.
Boas, Donald P.561 Nod Hill Rd.. Wilton, Ct.
Bolton, David R,Pine Hill Rd., Johnston, R.I.
Boocock, Harry D.46 Point Rd.. Portsmouth. R.I.
Boulmetis, John73 Clifford St., Pawtucket, R.I.
Bourbon, Hugh A. I 60 Harmony Ct.. Warwick, R.I,
Bourne, Edward A.35 Walcott Ave.. Jamestown. R,l,
Bouvier, Margaret P.~Box 423-E Shady Harbor, Westerly
R.I.
Bova, Robert D.56 Perkins St., Warwick, R.I.
Bowman, Glenn CPalmer Grove Rte. 2. Saunderstown, RI.
Bowman, Ray E.Box 275, Kingston, R.I.
Boyd, Carolyn246 Washlngon Rd., Barrington, R.I.
Boyle, JohnC83 Pinecrest Dr., Pawtucket, R.I,
Boyles. Glenn T.Snake Hill Rd. Bx. 297. North Scituate, R.I.
Bradley. Lawrence R.92 Diana Dr.. Woonsocket, R.I,
Bradley, Susan C79 Rice Ave., East Providence, R,l.
Bradway, Bob A.86 Maywood Rd.. Darien, Ct.
Brady, Jean M.Bl Tangle Wood Dr., East Greenwich. R.I.
Brady, Patricia C- 19 Overbrook PI., Neptune City, NJ.
Branchaud Mariorie A.384 Pound Hill Rd., Woonsocket,
R,l,
Braverman, Jack L, IB Colomal Rd,, Providence R.I.
Bray. James F. 7 Cooper St.. Pawtucket R.I.
Brazil Jr. Edward J.North Rd., Jamestown, R.I.
Breltner, Denms A.749 Buchanan Rd.. East Meadow. N.Y.
Briden, Linda S,62 Burton Ave. Riverside, R.I.
Briden, William J,53 Wesleyan Ave,, Providence, R.I.
Brillon Richard A.676 Dexter St., Central Falls, R.I.
Brindle. Barbara J.394 Harrington Ave., Warwick. R.I.
Broccoli, Joseph T.20 Susan Dr., Cranston, R.I.
Brod, StephenC218 Ronald Ave.. Cumberland. R.I.
Brokaw, Walter Y,59 Westfield, Warwick, R.I.
Brooks, Richard H.22 Cambridge Rd., East Rockaway, N.Y.
Brooks, SeymourJ.54 Gallatin St., Providence, R.I.
Brouillard, Steven41 Tampa St., W. Warwick. R.I.
Brown, Cynthia J. I I Madison St. Apt. 6. Warwick, R.I.
Brown, Paul E.97 Raymond St., Providence. R.I,
Brown, Steven J.168 Dudley St., Providence, R,l,
Brown, Theodore A.Box 260, Kingston, R.I.
Brown, Walter B.63 Franklin St., Westedy. R.I.
Browning, John S.Po Kelley Ave., Rumford, R,l.
Brunettl, Roney R.646 Mendon Rd., Woonsocket, R.I.
Bruzzese, Thomas M.^OI Wickenden St.. Providence. R.I.
Buckley. Caria A.6 Mosher Dr., West Barrington, R.I.
Budlong. Corinne M.20 Green Ct Cranston, R.I.
Buffington, Marilyn A.6 Moodand Ave., Cranston. R.I.
Bugely, Arn W.7 Fourth St., Barrington. R.I.
Bullock, Joseph A.7 Fones Ave,, North Kingstown, R.I.
Bullock, Paul 9'/! Church St., Bristol. R.I.
Buonocore, Carol A.52 Hampton St. Providence R.I.
Burden, Barry E.79 Walnut Rd., Wesl Barrington R.I.
Burdette, John R.50 Roosevelt Dr., Bethpage N.Y.
Burke, Michael F.Chapel St.. Harrlssville. R.I.
Burkhardt, Deborah R.5 Jenison St. Newtonville, Mass.
Burns, Barbara A.3 Thurston Ave., Newport, R.I.
Burns, Linda L. 1705 South Bend Dr Rocky River, Ohio
Bursle, Marie E.45 Waldron Ave., Warwick, R.I.
Bursley, Jeanne L.260 Nayatt Rd., Barrington, R.I.
Bursley, Sue E.260 Nayatt Rd., Bartington, R.I.
Burton, Karen A.20 Sylvan Dr.. East Greenwich, R.I.
Bush, Keith S.7 Bayou Dr., Greenville, R.I.
Eusllk, James B.952 Midway, Woodmere, N.Y.
Bustle, Deborah H.(8 Fenwood Ave.. Pawtucket, R.I.
Butler, James L.254 Vermont Ave., Providence, R.I.
Butler, Jo-AnnC69 Overhill Dr., Wast Warwick, R.I.
Cabral, Anthony P.52 Collins St.. Bristol. R.I.
Cafferty, Susan S.74 Rowley St-, Providence, R-1-
Caffrey, Garret P.28 Corrente Ct., Pawtucket, R.I.
Cahoon, Andrea R. 14 Ridge Dr. E,. Roslyn. N.Y.
Caito. Janet A. I iO First Ave.. Cranston, R.I.
Calenda. Alexande315 Mt. Pleasant Ave.. Providence, RJ.
Callsta. Patricia A. 1 15 Benjamin St. Pawtucket R.I.
Callan, Martha E. 15 Poplar St,, Providence, R.I.
Camire. Joseph E.9 Social Dr.. Warwick, R,l.
Campbell, Dawn F.Foddering Farm Rd. Box 93 R.R. 4,
Narragansert. R.I.
Campbell, Douglas 1.23 Peartree Ln., Huntington St., N.Y.
Campbell, Linda A.99 Lakeside Ave.. Cranston, R,l.
Campbell. PhilipG. 10 Farm St., Cranston, R,l.
Campbell, Sharon E.23 Cornwall Dr. Winsorlocks. Conn.
Campella, Broce A.60 Meadowbrook St.. Weston, Mass.
Camuso, Jean C43 Orchard St.. North Providence, R.I.
Candon, Kathleen E,48 Melrose St., Cranston. R.I.
Capalbo, Margaret N.~l 18 Top St., Westerly. R.I.
Capece, Pamela N,Phillips Ln Harmony, R,l.
Caprio. Claudio A.23 Monmath Ct.. Brookline, Mass.
Caragher, William F.64 Virginia St.. Valley Stream, N.Y.
Cardi, James J. 184 Wayland Ave.. Cranston. RJ.
Chircop, LindaA.200 Walter Ave. Hasbrouck Heights,
Chmura, Michael S.572 Cottage St., Pawtucket, R.I.
Choper. Merrill A.69 Hazelwood Ave., Metuchen. N.J.
Choudry JanetteFaculty Apt. A6, Bayside, N.Y.
Christensen. Karen M.12 Kennelh Ave., Portsmouth, R.I,
Christopher, John H.-Victory Highway. Mapleville, R.I.
Cicchelll, William M._84 Lawrence St.. Cranston R.I.
Ciesynski. Carol A.-48 Togansctt Rd., Providence Rl.
Clancy, John M.259 Canal St., Westerly, R,l,
Clark, Christin M.30 Kelley Ave.. East Providence, R.I.
Clark, Mary M.21 Stage Coach Rd. Portsmouth R.I.
Clark, Noah G.-l 15 Bales Ave., North Kingstown, R.I.
Clarke, Mary L.30 Palmer Rd., Tiverton, R,l.
Coates, Richard W.^t6 West Genesee St.. Bald.insvllle.
N.Y.
Cocci, Michael J.77 Power Rd.. Pawtucket, R.I.
Cofoni. Diane E,38 School St.. Peace Dale, R.I.
Cohan. Aaron934 East B 1st St.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Cohen, Curt M.783 Lydia Ln.. Westbury, N.Y.
Colan, Joseph R. 15 Frank St.. Providence, R.I.
Colarusso, Paul T._40 Wedge St., Cranston. Rl.
Coleman, FelyC 220 Tower Hill Rd,, North Kmgstown R.t
Collins, Elinor M,Brayton Rd.. North Kingstown, R.I.
Condon. David K.945 North Mam St.. Randolph, Mass,
Conllin. Sharon L.Box 157, Kingston R.I.
Connerton, Francis X.3 Cliff Terr.. Newport, R.I.
Connery, CharlesF.219 Annaqua tucket Rd., North
Kingstown R.I.
Connor. Howard R.Box 456 Bayberry Rd.. Narragansett.
R.I.
Connor Thomas H.84 West Main St., North Kingstown. R.I.
Cook. Chr.stIn F,80 Hedley Ave.. Johnston. R.I.
Cook, David P.28 Fernckest Dr., Pawtucket, R.I.
Cooney. Louise M,Breezy Lake Dr.. Coventry, R.I.
Cooper, GregoryC 12 Enfield Ave. North Kingstown. R.I.
Coppolelll, Dav.d E. 1018 Cranston St., Cranston, R.I.
Cornell, Everert l._Burlingame Rd., Cranston. R.I.
Corry. Ellen A. I5B Grove Ave.. East Providence, Rl
Corwin, Robert D. 197 Medway St.. Providence. R.I.
Coupe, LindaC 345 Narr Bay Ave., Warwick Neck, R.I.
Covin. Ardell L.82 Chatworth Ave.. Warwick, R.I.
Cov,II Richard J. 139 Wendell Rd. Warwick R.I.
Craig. Alfred J.59 Manor St.. E. Greenwich, R.I,
Cramer. Benedict F,487 N, Village Ave., Rockville Centre
Dom, Margaret E.51 Normandy Ct.. Middletown- NJ-
Oowlatshahi- Shahrokh D- 1 I Rue AFShar, Ave- Roosevelt-
Ducharme, Frances D. 19 Duclos St- Manchester- N-H-
Duell- Thomas D81 Sprague Ave- Riverside. R.I.
Duhamel. Terri LPost Rd- Charlestown, R-L
Dumont Janice H251 3 Central Dr Johel- IIL
Dupre, William G 174 Tiogue Ave- Coventry, R-I.
Duquette, HenryC31 Blaisdell St- Cranston- R-L
Dutko- Lawrence324 Flsk Ave- Br.elle NJ-
Dutra, Joseph F-East Shore Rd- Jamestown. R.I.
Duxbury- Marilyn2 Whitman St- Smithfield, R.I.
Dyer, Susan A- 10 Rex St- Wesl Warwick- R-I.
Dyl, Alan S.33 Whitman St
Early, John W. 19 Lantern L ington, R.I
Ebblr -26 Ka.
Eckhart, Jan P.9 Kay St., Newport, R.L
Eddy, NancyE 12 Flint Locke Ln- Medfleld Mass-
Edwards, Leroy R. 171 I Clinton St- Linden- N-J-
Eggleston, Gary F- 1000 Main Si- Wakefield, R-l-
Ellis, Claire P-23 Honeyman Ave., Middletown, R-L
Ellis, Edward F,90 Aquidneck Ave,- Portsmouth, R-I.
Ellis, Harlan M-5 Ladeside Or- Rockville Center- N.Y
Ellison, Nona S-9 Dorchester Dr-, Port Chester, N.Y.
Ennis, Pamela J,Turk Hill. Brewster. N.Y.
Enser- Richard W.B MaplehursI St., Lincoln, R-I,
Eskelund- Eric C-Ledgewood Rd- Kingston- R-L
Esposlto, Linda Ec/o Taft Hall, Kingston- R-L
Essex Jr- Stewart R.228 Spring St- East Greenwich
Etter, John W- 141 Waterman Ave., Cranston, R.I.
Etzold. Gall A.25 Mountain View Rd.. Cresklll, N-J-
Etzold. Vera TBl'/z Central St- Narragansert R-l-
Evans- George H. 131 Wood Ridge Rd- Narraganset
rati, Allen C34 Highland Ave- Westerly, R,l,
ilia. Dianne M I 15 Garden Hills Dr- Cranston- R-1
ly- James T.204 West Naples St- Wayland, N,Y-
ola, Marilyn L- 32 Newton Ave- Westerly, R-L
cone, Eileen M.Lae Shore Dr. Harmony, R.I.
Ion. William E.51 Lawn Ave.. Warwick, R,I.
nlgliettl, Helen M.545 Angell St. Providence. R.I.
gnoll. Donald V.^15 Standish Ave., North Providenc
r,ngton Paul^90 Daggett Ave., Pawtucket, R.I.
rlnqton Wayne I. 490 Daggett Ave., Pawtucket, R
jorko. Albert M. IOO Acre Pond Rd- West Kingstor
eeley, Jeanne M- 47 Walnur Rd- West Barrington, I
leney. DavidP2 1 Madison Cir- Greenfield. Mass,
linst.ln. Amy M37 North St- Providence- R-I.
ildman- RobertL 1 1 7 Woodbine St- Providence, R
instermache. Earl W.26 Allen Dr- East Greenwich,
roce, JeffreyA3 1 I Greenwood Ave- Warwick, R
irraro, Lola A- 1 1 Continental Rd- Narragansett- R
-8 Ro. lon, R-l-
irrucci- Michael A-Middlebridge Rd- Narragansett, R.L
sns, Edward W-217 Lafayette St- Pawtucket, R-I.
aid, Fredda L.316 Mail Coach Rd., Portsmouth. R.I.
nneran. Mariorie E.91 Thelma Irene Dr., North Kingstown.
RJ.
ere, Arthur F.300 Carpenter St.. Providence R.I.
icher, Pamela J. 1862 NItas PL. Wantagh, N.Y.
iher, Douglas O.785 Woodland Rd.. Ingomar, Pa,
iher, Henry D.Box 483, Carolina, RJ.
Izgerald. Christin E.6 Sidney St. West Warwick, R.I.
tzpatrick, Elizabet M. 137 Blauvelt Ave.. Dumont, N.J.
Izpalrick. MaryA.52 Thames St., Newport, R.I.
Izsimmons, Rosemary^tB Sequoia Ln Portsmouth, R,l.
sig. Arnold J. 120 Edgewood Blvd., Providence, R.I.
inders, Roger D,26 Eddy St,, Cranston, R.l-
slscher, Richard J-2744 Windmill Dr- Yorktown Heights,
N-Y,
lynn- Nancy N-9 Marmarel Rd- Greenville, R-I-
nn, Susan H-1771 Main Rd- Tiverton, R,l.
garty, Charles E1 16 India St- Pawtucket, R-L
ey, Ellen C- 15 Harwood Rd- East Greenwich, R.I.
d. Kenneth E. 166 Ead Ave- East Providence, R.l-
d- Maureen E-236 Third Ave- Warwick- R-I.
leo, Frank L 16 Ledge Dr., West Warwick, R.I.
te, Peter A.-343 Elder Ballou Rd- Woonsocket, R,l.
tuna, Jeffrey M.25 Canterbury Ln., Milford. Conn.
.nchina, Joseph J.94 Sinclair Ave- Cranston, R.I.
Justin M.44 Middle Rd., Narragansett, R.I.
icz, Joan E.Paradise Rd., Bethel Me.
Leslie P.49 Lucas Rd- East Greenwich, R-L
reedman, Allen J,-JlOO Bellevue Ave- Newport, R-1-
MaryA58 Bellevue Ave- Westerly, R-L
in- Steven P-Half Moon Ln- Sands Point, N-Y-
DeborahJP-O Box 341, Kingston, R,l.
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iller- Mary J. I 15 Allerton Ave- East Providence, R-l-
ink- Sarah T-3127 Queen Ln- Philadelphia. Pa,
irtado- Carol M-641 Wood St- Bristol. R.l-
Gabriel- Lois J-2079 Mineral Spring Ave-, North
Providence- R-L
Gadoury, Paul5 Willis Dr,, Cumberiand, R-L
Gagne, Therese A-5 1 Douglas St- West Warwick, R-L
Galbraith, Kathryn A- 15 Rawson Hill Rd- Newburyport,
Galeone. Robert J-29 Sunnyside Ave- Providence, R,l-
Galipeau, David W.583 First St Westfield, N-J.
Gamble- Gloria J. 1 18 East St- Pawtucket, R,l-
Ganem, CharlesF61 Gibbs Ave- Newport, R.L
Garabedlan- Edward R-634 Fruit Hill Ave- North
Providence- R-L
Garaventa- Michelle R-412 Prospect Ave- Qradell- N-J-
Gardlner- George H,262 Pt- Judith Rd- Narragansett, R,
Gardlner, Margaret M-344 Buttonwoods Ave- Warwick,
Gardner, Lynda J-31 Deborah Rd. Warwick, R-L
Gardner- Patricia- 14 Robert Treat Pkwy- Milford, Conn,
Garfinkel, Robert S-40 Glenwood Ave- Pawtucket- R-L
Garvey- Katherin L-45 Ann M- Brown Dr- Warwick, R,l.
Saschea, Frederic S. 17 High Ridge Dr-, Cumberland, R-L
Gaulin- William D.99 Rugby St- Cranston, R,l,
Gaunt, Stephen R.1315 New London Ave- Cranston RJ-
Gebler, Keith E-4 Bellevue Cir- West Warwick- R.l-
Geffner- Susan H.376 Cole Ave- Providence, R 1-
Geiselman Christin A-Box 502 R-R-4 Redwood Drive,
Narragansett, R-L
Gens, Donna L1819 Oakland Ave- Wantagh, N,Y.
Gensor, Sheryl 176 Summit Ave- Providence R.L
Gentili- Nancy R-_733 Armistice Blvd- Pawtucket, RJ.
George. Edmund D. 161 Welfare Ave.. Warwick, R.I.
Gerardi. Madeline M.8 Ackerson Ave.. Pequannock N.J.
Gersteln, Bernice E-225 Fourth St- Providence- R,l-
Gesualdi, Albert P-47 King Phillip St- Providence, R-1.
Gianfrancesc- Edward T. 17 Viceroy Rd- Warwick- R-L
Giannuzzi Michael J-57-52 Parsons Blvd. Flushing, N-Y-
Glard- Rosanne T-RFD 6A Box 280, Narragansett, R-L
Glbson- Sarah JEast Oxford Rd- South Paris, Me,
Glebler, Kathleen A.545 Kingstovme Rd- Peace Dale R.I
Gilkes, Barbara L. 12 Somerset Ave., Garden City. N.Y.
Gilman Jr., John f.tl East Manning St., Providence, R,l.
eilstein. RobertW-29 Rock Hill Dr., Cranston, R-L
Giusti, Jayne M-51 Ferry Ln- Barrington, R-l-
Godfroy. Richard E.70 Bradford St- Woonsocket, R-L
Goldberg, Jeffrey M-44 Clyde St- Pawtucket- R-L
Goldblatt, Kenneth I-303 Main St- Pawtucket- R-L
Golden, Greg E, 79 Norlhfleld Rd- Watertown, Conn-
Goldschlager, Gall A.4 Nancy PI. Bronxville- N.Y-
Goldsteln Anne L- 103 Sherman Ave- North Providence-
Gong, Cheok F-34 Douglas Ave- Providence- R-1.
Goodman, Joseph 1658 Broad St. Cranston. R.I.
Goodsell, Pamela J. 10 Park PL. North Kingstown. 1
Goodwin. Linda J.Nooseneck Hill Rd., R.F.D. Cover
Goodwin. Peter K. 17 Edgemere Ave., Providence,
Gordon, Elaine M. 14 Arnold Ave., Lincoln, R.I.
Gordon, John R.5 Wright Ave., Wakefield. R.I.
Gorln. Allen H.57 Pentbroke Ave., Providence, R.I
Goshgarlan. James P.60 Delway Rd.. Cranston, R-I
Gosselln, Stanley J-65 Fatima Or- Warren- R.L
Goulet- Paul A.981 Roosevelt Ave- Pawtucket. R.I
Goyette, Emilia S-7 Noble St. Seekonk. Mass,
Goyette. JaniceC 104 Bates St.. Pawtucket, R.I.
Goyette, Richard A. 104 Bates St Pawtucket, R.I.
Soidowski, Kenneth9 Hunting Ave,, Wilbraham, h
Graham. Douglas P.6 Brae St- North Providence,
Graham- Pamela J- 158 Cumberland St- Providenc
Grant, Patricia E.90 Centre St-, Pawtucket- R-L
Sravel- Richard R-59 Redwing St- Providence- R-1
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Gray- Channing225 Shady Hill Or- East Greenwich, R,I.
Graziano, Richard A-2 I 7 Whiting St-, Cranston- R-L
Green, Richard 15 Hewitt Rd- Mystic, Conn-
Greenberg, Howard M.69 Burnside St- Cranston- R-L
Greene, Bernard P.33 Leroy St- Tenafly. N-J-
Greene, David M-262 Freeman Pkwy- Providence, R-I.
Greene, Kenneth W.Red House Rd., Wakefield R.I.
Greene, Maureen R.236 Sackett St., Providence, R.I.
Greene, Merlon E.29 Patton St- Coventry R-L
Greeiie- William F- 171 Crest Or- Pawtucket, R-I.
Grey, Mark R-73 Charier Rd- West Acton Mass-
Griffln, Karen T- 17 Glen Ave- Cape Elizabeth, Me.
Groet- Suzanne S-498 Harrogate Dr- Rochester, N-Y-
Groff, JohnH1056 Smithlield Ave- Lincoln, R-I.
Gross- Margaret J-2525 McGovern Dr-, Schnededy. N-Y-
Grossmann, Nell W.220 Washington Rd- West Barrington-
Gruber- Philip M, 10 Arbor Rd,, Roslyn Heights, N,Y-
Gruen, Marion A,-32 Oak Hill Ave- Pawtucket- R-i-
Grzebien, David J.54 Silver Lake Ave- Warwick- R.l-
Gudas, Robert 623 Winthrop St-, Cranston, R,l-
Guerke, Lawrence R-71 Franklin St., Cedar Grove. N.J.
Guertin, Jeanne M. 143 Oakton St., Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.
Guglielmi, Toni M.Sherman Ave.. Lincoln, R.I.
Guglielmino, John J. I 18 Pomona Ave- Providence, R.I.
Guilmain Jr., RogerW.47 Shove St., Woonsocket. R.I.
Guldemond, Martin P.397 Wapping Rd., Portsmouth, R.I.
Gurdin. Laurie J.615 Watervlew Rd. Oceanside, N-Y-
Haber, Deborah 5.- 1 685 Greenway Blvd- Valley Stream-
N-Y-
Hackett Stephen E-62 Pembroke Ln- Coventry, R,l.
Hackman. Kevin A. 180 Malntonomo Dr. Warwick, R.I.
Hagoplan. Gregory J. I 1410 Rolllnghouse Rd.. Rockville,
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ampton, Catheren M,61 Old Baptist Rd- North
Kingstown. R.I.
Hanan, Larr, E. 1 122 East 83 St. Brooklyn, N.Y.
Harper. Gail E. 145 Duck Cove Rd., Notth Kingstown. R.I.
Harrington, Chariene58 Pontiac Ave- Providence. R.I.
Harris Ruth L 128 Main St., Westerly, R-I.
Harrison- Bruce M-29 Spencer Or- North Kingstown, R-L
Harvey, Roberta 5,-115 Lansdowne Rd- Stang Warwick, R-L
Hashway- Mary63 Booth Ave- Pawtucket- R-L
Hathaway- MeredithA 88 South Rd- North Kingstown R-l-
Hauserman- Nancy P. 14 Ladue Estates, St. Louis, Mo.
Hayes. James W. 149 Canconchet Dr. Portsmouth, R.I.
Haynes Edward L. 10 Wh.tehall Rd. Hooksett. N.H.
Healy, Mary P. 19 Tucker Rd., Greenville, R.L
Hedison, Eric D-54 Highland Ave- Warwick RJ-
Heeg, Joseph M.200 Old Post Rd. Wakefield, R.I.
Helnes. Gerald W.Box 12, Wood River Jet., R.I.
Hellman Sandra R.59 Midland Rd Roslyn Heights, N.Y.
Helmen V,ctor W.4 Taft Hall URI K,ngston F.S.
Helmken G,ibert M. 1 1 Wilcox Dr- Mounlam Lakes, N-J-
Hempstead- Melissa J-Southeast Light Rd- Block Island- R-l-
Henehan John A.52 Deertield Rd- Cranston R-L
Henry- Joseph H221-02 I 15 Ave- Cambria Heights, N-Y-
Henry, Ralph M-44 Ocean View Rd- Swampscott, Mass-
Herman, Richard245 Miantonomo Dr., Warwick R.I.
Harrington George F.Edgewood Farm Rd., Wakelield, R.I.
Hersey, Harlan S.230 Magnolia St., Providence. R.I.
Hersey, Susan E. 169 Village St- Millis. Mass,
Hey. Margaret A.37 Tower Hill Rd.. Wakefield. R.I.
Heywood, Leslie A.2 John St.. Westboro. Mass.
Hicks. RobertA.2763 Windmill Dr., Yorktown Heights, N.Y.
Higglns. FredericS.Narr Village Apt. NC4, Narr Pkwy.,
Hllliard, Edward J.2032 Indian Ave., Portsmouth R.I.
Hlllier. William J. I 154 Old Baptist Rd. North Kingstown.
RJ.
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R.I.
Hinckley, Leslie A.^(5 Midland Dr., Cranston, R,l.
Hlsten, William J.94 Manistee St.. Pawtucket, R-l-
Hitchcock- Carl L- 10 Globe St- Warwick- R-l-
Hitchener, AlanT54 Cambridge Ave- Warwick. R-L
Hoag. Kevin G- 129 Shaw Ave- Cranston- R-L
Hodosh- Lee R 180 Slater Ave- Providence- R.L
Hodosh- Mark B- 199 Ausdale Rd- Cranston- R-L
Hoffman, Sheila5 Sherwood Rd- Middletown R.l-
Hoffman- Susan M.348 Manor Dr., Warwick, R-L
Hoffman, William J. I 15 Rangeley Rd- Cranston, R.I.
Holmana, William T.- 163 Parkwood St., Ronkonkoma, N. Y.
Hogan. Linda A.81 Lane One. Warwick R.I.
Holburn. Robert M.225 Williston Way, Pawtucket. R.I.
Holden, Donna M.66 Paula Dr., Norlh Kingstown, R.I.
Holden, Robert L.Flintstone Rd. R.R. 4 1 19B, Narragansett,
RJ.
Holland- Clinton R.22 Spring St. Peace Dale, R.I.
Holland, Glenn A.34 Wilcox Ave.. Pawtucket, R.I.
Hollis, Louise A,9 Hook Rd. Rye N.Y.
Holmes, Douglas P. 15 Anchorage Way. Barrington R.L
Holmes, Jonathan M.R.R. 4 Hill Farm Rd- Coventry, R-L
Hood, Virginia S,391 Davisville Rd. North Kingstown R-I.
Herman. ElizabetA. 184 Naples Rd. A 4, Brookline- Mass-
Horton- Kirlley S-609 Paradise Ave- Middletown, R-1.
Horvitz. Sharon243 Braylon Ave- Somerset- Mass-
Hosley Cynthia S-Ministerial Rd- Peace Dale R-1-
Hosmer James F 12 Huntington Ave- Sharon Mass-
Houston- Linda R.9 Allagashtrall R-R- 7A Box 164A,
Narragansett, R-L
Howard- Thomas A.S3 Highland Ave- Westerly, R-L
Howarth- Lee J-90 Founders Ave- Portsmouth- R-l-
Howe- David C-2 Joann Or- West Barrington, R-L
Howe- John E880 York Ave- Pawtucket R-l-
Howe- Wayne F-- 1 39 1 South Broadway- East Providence,
R,l.
Howell, Kathleen L.2 Parkview Ave- Providence- R.I.
Hoyt- Kenneth J-2 14 Winthrop St., Woonsocket, R.L
Hughes, Patricia E.Causeway Rd- Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Hunt- William J- 50 Wheaton St- Warren, R-L
Hunler- Robert H. 36 Cadoret Or- Cumbedand- R-l-
Hunler, Suzanne LBox 232-A, Saunderstown, R-L
Heralri- Muhsln A--4 Tatt Hall URI, Kingston, R-L
Hutch.nson, John E, I 13 IngersoU Ave- Warwick- R-l-
Hynes, Thomas F- IL College Rd- Providence R-L
lannuccl- Frank R-661 Hartford Ave- Providence, R.l-
llich- Robert T-244-18 88 Rd- Bellerose N-Y.
Imperatore. Ann E.64 Orchard Dr.. Cranston R.I.
Infantolino Michael J.84 Hickory Dr., EasI Greenwich, R.I.
Integlia, Barbara A. 171 Rankin Ave- Providence- R-l-
Iverson DeborahJSt- Marys Rd- N. Scituate R-L
Iverson, Richard A.St. Marys Rd- North Scituate R-I
Jackson, Joyce M.Scott Rd- Ashton- R-l.
Jackson, Susan A,7 Woodland Rd- North Scituate- R-1-
Jacobsson- Carol J.27 Humes St- Providence- R-L
Janareltl- BernardA5 Hardwick St- Cumberland, R,l,
Jansen, Dale K.20 Callander Ave- East Providence, R-L
Jarboau- Janet T-_824 Wakefield St- West Warwick R-l-
Jarocki, Joseph400E Pleasant St, Apt- 7, Rumford, R-L
Jeffrey, David A, 1970 Elmwood Ave- Warwick- R-l-
Jeffrey, Robert H, 1445 Warwick Ave- Apt- 23, Warwick,
Jekowsky, Ira 1917 Eart 36th St- Brooklyn, N-Y-
Jennings, Kathleen M-349 Greenwood Ave-, Warwick, R.I,
Jerald Jeffrey F.87 Lancaster Ave.. Warwick. R.I.
Johnson. William A.56 Somerset St., EasI Greenwich, R.I.
Johnston, Beryl M.2 Anglers Ct- Narragansett, R,l.
Jones. Arihur B.225 County Rd,. Barrington R.I.
Jones. Brent W.Chicopee Row. RFD 2. Groton Mass.
Jones, Cheryl A. 1494 Wert Shore Rd- Warwick, R,l,
Jones. Chrirtin L. 30 Benedict Rd- Warwick R.l-
Jones. DorisJ62 Mirion Ave- Cranston R-L
Joaes- ErnestW-9 Moadowvale Rd- Burlington, Mass,
Jones. JuliaA. 1 10 New Britain Or- Warwick, R-I,
Jones. KathleenA6 Oakbrook Rd- Ossining, N.Y-
Jones- Linda M- 1400 Ten Rod Rd. North Kingstown. R.I.
Jones, Rhea A.8606 Wiese Rd.. Brecksvillo. Ohio
Jorge. Jerry V. 155 Valley St., Central Falls, R.I,
Joyce Judy K.37 Garden Or. Albertson, N.Y.
Kaestner JudithA.555 Bear Ridge Rd.. Pleasantville, N.Y.
Kahn. Deborah P.- IB Whiting St- Providence. RJ.
Kahn Lawrence I.SB. 30 Hewlett St., Little Neck, N.Y-
Kane JudithA.29 Gorham Ave- Warwick- R-L
Kene- William H-67 Jo Ann Ave. Portsmouth, R.L
Kanelos- Theodore G.95 Columbia Ave- Cranston- R-L
Kanis- Jacquely MHedley Avenue 87, Johnston, R-t
Kaplan- Ronald Z.83 Fourth St- Providence, R-L
Kasdan. Dana R-4 West Saddle River Rd-, Waldwick, N.J.
Kassel, Steven D.620-18 Baychester Ave- Bronx- N.Y,
Katz, Donald E-46 Woodbury St- Providence R.L
Kaye, RussellS2165 Broad St- Cranston- R-I.
Kazlow Marsha S-2048 Wellington Ct- Westbury- N.Y-
Keanaghan- Edward J-93 Whitman St-, Pawtucket, R.I.
Keller. Marek G,219 Gray St., Providence, R.I.
Kellner, Mary E. 701 Fourth St. Belvidere. N.J.
Kelly. Janet M-28 Sherman Line Middletown R.I.
Kelly, Kathleen 8,Edgewood Dr., Harmony, R.I,
Kelly, Marie F:85 Thurston St.. Riverside. R.I.
Kenerson, Orvllle B-23 Harttord Ave- R.F-D - Wakefield, R.l-
Kenney, David J.75 Young St.. Pawtucket, R,l.
Kenney, Dennis J.75 Young St- Pawtucket R.I.
Kent Sandra M. 1250 S- Broadway- East Providence, R-L
Kenyon, Robert V,-56 Westwood Ave- Cranston, R-I.
Kersey- James M-21 I Fairway, North Kingstown, R-L
Ketinos- George J-40 Warwick Rd- Pawtucket- R-l-
Keyes- Donald C 208 Hilton Rd-, Warwick, R,l-
Kidwell- CarolA6 Middle Dr- Windsor Locks, Conn,
Kilroy, Bonnie B-29 Crest St- Middletown, R-L
Kllroy, Gary J. 182 Blvd., M.ddletown, R.I.
Kimball, J, T. T.26 McAllister St-, Newport, R.L
Klng- Frederic W-_I37 Bliss Rd- Newport- R-L
Klng- James T-_83 I Smith Neck Rd- South Dartmouth- Mass.
King- Nancy RRFD 4- Hurlburl Rd. Rockville, Conn.
Kingsbury, Robert M-76 Meadowbrook Rd- East
Greenwich- RJ-
Kipphut- ThomasJ. I 3 19 Dunbar Hill Road- Hamden, Conn,
Klrby, Alan W.305 Turner Rd. Middletown, R,l,
Kirk, Robert S-84 Trenton St. Pawtucket- R-l-
Klrkutls- Bruce A. 140 L,ndy Ave- Warwick- R.l-
Klzlrlan- Joanne R 134 Chad Brown St- Providence- R.L
Kleinman- Jeffrey L.214 Deerfield Rd- Cranston. R,l.
Kling. Elton H,48 Holburn Ave, Cranston- R.L
Kllngensmith- Amy L-Foddering Farm Rd- Narragansett-
R-l.
Kneller- Jeffrey M.^ll Ridge Dr- Weslbury, N,Y.
Knowies, Charies T. 17 School St- Wakefield- R-l-
Knox- Robert W 1 1 1 Oalehill Dr. East Greenwich R.I.
Knudsen, Terry L.South Rd., Wakefield. R.I.
Koch, Walter R- 136 Everleth Ave- Warwick, R-L
Kohn- Joanne 16 Chelsea Ln- West Hartford- Conn-
Konove- Paul W- 14 Shellby Terr- West Orange- N-J-
Kopp- Russell T-418 Bogert Ave- Ridgewood, N.J-
Kosh, Ronald J-237 Admiral St- Providence, R-I.
Kosowski. Joseph S.4833 Milestr.p Rd- Buffalo. N-Y-
Kosler- Jo-Anne K166 Cady Ave- Warwick, R-I.
Koteon, Anne T. 1445 Warwick Ave- Warwick, R.I.
Kotler- StevenA1741 Wampanoag Trail- Barrington. R.I,
Kozii- John M-3 Potomac Cir- Warwick- R-L
Kraemer- Jane E. 131 Roosevelt Ave- Cranford- N-J-
Kravetz, ArihurF30 South Garby Rd- Springfield, N.J.
Krawiec, John E. 16 Norman St., Cumberiand. R.I.
Kresch, Ronald W.485 E. Lincoln Ave.. Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Krzan, Donald 1 I Carrie Brown Ave.. Warwick, R,l.
Kudon. Louis88 Norman Rd- Hamden, Conn,
Kullberg, Susan M.54 Ticonderoga Dr.. Warwick. R.I.
Labossiero, Janice R.-^l Rand St., Central Falls, R,l.
Lacey, Virginia A.7 Thurton Dr., New Canaan Conn.
Laflamme. ElzabetA.3545 Mendon Rd. Cumberland, R.L
Lafrenlere, David W.70 Lindley Ave North Kingstown, R.L
Lagerquist- StacyA73 Willett Ave,, Riverside, R,l-
Lallo, Richard G-32 Upland Ave- East Greenwich, RJ.
Lalonde Marilyn B.136 Mayflower Dr.. Cranston- R.l-
Lamberton, Elizabet P12 Campus Ave- Kingston, R.I.
Lameraner Jr- Antolne L I I 7 Bay V,ow Ave- East
Grenw,ch R-L
Lamothe Richard P35 Ridgeway Dr. Warren R.L
Lamoureux, Joanna L, 161 Greeley Ave- Warwick, R-l-
Lamson- GeorgeAOld Forge Rd. Smithfield, R,l.
nders. Cynthia J.63 Buckingham PL. Milford, Cor
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apore, Richard W.51 Greene Ave- Cranston- R-l-
spper- Patricia H-36 Cherry Rd-, Kingston, R.I.
!shnr- Janeen E-2270 Cranston St- Cranston, R.L
itendre, Susan 1486 North St- Suffelld- Conn-
jtournaau, Ronald P,71 Summer St. Central Falls, R,l.
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svesqua. Colleen E.Eagle Peak Rd. Pacoag, R.I.
avln, Harold C-292 Aqueduct Rd. Cranston, R-L
svlne, Nancy B.1403 Warwick Ave. Apt 334, Warwick. R.I
avison, David H.1460 Stevenson Rd., Hewlett, N.Y.
!vy, Kenneth R.61 Dartmouth St., Pawtucket. R.I.
iwls, BarryG. 12 Overhill Ln., Roslyn, N.Y.
awls. Dorothy L.Bayview Ave. R.F.D. , Bradford. R.I.
jwls. John C38 Highland Ave. Wakefield, R.I.
bby. Alan 0.30 Cranston Ave., Newport, R-L
etar, Jean P.245 Terr- Ave- Riverside- R-L
land, Mark B-30 Brookway Rd- Providence, R-l-
dequlst- Susan M- 105 Brookside Or- North Kingstown,
,ke, Ronald 0.4 Honeysuckle Ct. Barrington, R.L
ison, David M.270 First Ave- New York. N,Y-
akis, Warren S-62 Kane Ave- Middletown, R-L
ter, Richard A-41 Burton Ave., Riverside, R.I.
eke, Rodney394 Adelaide Ave- Providence, R,l.
.ogan. Kevin J.29 Orchard Ave., Barrington. R.I.
Tibardo Jr., JosephA,45 Sweet Meadow Dr., Cranston,
R.I,
lardo, Margaret M,R.F.D. 1 Box BA, Greene, R-l-
rardo, Robert 14 Linwood Ave. North Providence, R,l.
aarto- Gregory M-26 Colonial Dr- Lincoln, R-I.
.opes, Joseph A. 104 Woodbine St.. Providence. R.I.
-orenz- Linda A-1451 I PInney St. Adeta, Calif.
ider. Ronald G.Rt. 4 Box 505A, Narragansett R.L
lenbaugh, Thomas L-30 Squantum Or. Middletown- R-
asiewlcz. AnthonyV. IOO Roland St- Cumberland, R-l-
-upo- Linda B. 161 Ocean Rd- Narragansett, R-I.
.prik- Kathleen P.797 I Ith Ave- Paterson, N.J.
ther, David S.6 Riverside Dr., East Providence, R.I,
zzl, Michael S.22 Top St., Westerly, R.I.
nch, Alan F. 145 Daggett Ave., Pawtucket. R.I.
nch. Barbara M. 126-3 Pendar Rd., North Klngrtown, R.I
nch, Jacquelyn N.59 Austin Ave- Greenville, R-l-
-60 Sur
-126 Iv luth, R.l-
MacAllister, Robert J- 1 1 I School St- Braintree- Mass-
MacDonald, John M,6 Potter Ln- Kingston, R.L
MacDonald, Mary M- 127 Gallatin St- Providence R-I.
Mack, Patricia A.5 Herzig St., Bristol, R.I,
MacManus, Richard A.57 Waterway Barrington, R,l.
MacMullen, Richard J,--15'/i Middle Rd- Narragansett. R.L
MacPherson. Donald E.-^ Talt Hall URl. Kingrton. F.S.
Madrick, Millie R-76 20 271 St- New Hyde Park, N-Y-
Magee, Drew J.3824 Franklin Ave,, Seaford- N-Y-
Magee, James E-2 Dear Ave- Newport, R-L
Maiko, Douglas W, 574 Cottage St., Pawtucket, R.I.
Maine, Robert P.Palmer Grove Rte. 2, Slocum, R.I.
Maiorano, William S.-372 Jastram St.. Providence, R,l.
Malafronte. Ralph M.22 Aaron Ave- Bristol- R-L
Malcomson- Kimberle A-717 Towamencinave, Lansdale, Pa-
Mamakos, MaryannC5 Peckham Ave- Newport, R-1-
Mancinl, Maurice B-121 West Blue Ridge Rd- Cransl.n- R-L
Mandell- Stephen R.44 Royal Way, Manhasset Hills, N-Y-
Mandryk- John P-60 Riverside Dr- Riverside, R-1-
Mangels, Unda E-329 Elm St- Oradell. N.J-
Manosh- Suzanne L- 20 Meadowcrest Dr- Cumberland- R-l-
Marcello, Gregory J-31 Red Cedar Or- Cranston- R-1-
Marchand, Thomas J.66 Union St. Warren. R.I.
Marcoullier, Joan M,25 Riley Or- Eart Providence, R-L
Marino- Joseph M55 Atlantic Blvd- North Providence, R-L
Marinsky, Ellen B. 38 Granite St- Westerly, R-l-
Markham, Lynn J. 127 Hickory Or. North Kingstown- R-L
Markowilj, Michael J,26 interlaken Dr. East Chester- N.Y-
Marks, George F.94 Calla St- Providence, R,l-
Marquis- Robert E.39 Violetwood Dr- Levittown, Pa.
Marsh, Patricia A,12 Holmes Cl- Jame, Jamestown, R-L
Marshall, John R-50 Prospect Ave- North Kingstown, R-L
Martellucci, Beverly A. 14 Pendleton St- Cranston, R-I.
Martin- Christin L.79 Wheeler Ave- Cranston- R-l-
Martln- Dennis J- 14 McTeers Ct. West Warvrick, R-I.
Martin, Gail M,93 John Ouggan Rd. Tiverton- R-L
Martln, Maureen A-38 Invernia Rd- Cranston, R-I.
Martin- Richard T-Evans Rd- Chepachet, R-l.
Martinelli, Frank A. 182 Sahna St- Narragansett. R-L
Martlnelll- William A-3 Susan Circ. Johnston, R-L
Martland- Cynthia J- 142 Ruggles Ave-, Newport, R,l-
Marzllll, Richard L.40 Allen Ave- North Providence- R.l-
Mason, Pamela J- 27 Jensen St- Manchester, Conn-
Massey, Carol A,-62 B- Forrartal- Quonset Pt- R-l-
Maslrofrance, Balduino647 Cranston St- Providence- R-l-
Masuck, Stephen P- 101 Arland Dr- Pawtucket, R,l-
Matarese, Susan M-567 Winter St. Framingham, Mass.
Matteson, Carole J-R.R- I Box 299, Hope Valley. R.l.
Matteucci, Barbara E-982 Atwood Avenue, Johnston- R-l-
Mattson, Barbara J-Fort Ninigret Rd. Charlertown, R-l-
Matuszek, Linda J,52 Kendall St., Central Falls, R-l-
Maughan- Robert R.76 Gardner St- Groveland, Mass-
Maxwell, Thomas F-345 Ridge Rd- Orwigsburg, Pa-
McBralr- DavidC20 Bowers Rd., Caldwell. N.J-
IcCabe, s F3< , Potter
McCarthy, Daniel F-R- R- 4 298B- Narragansett, R
McCarthy- James I-15 Ambrose Or- Bristol, R.l-
McCarthy- William R. P- O- Box 281, Kingston, R-I
McCaughy, John H-Bartlett Ave- Cranston, R,l.
McCooey. Thomas S- 10 Wildwood Rd. Forestdale
McCraw, Susan E.21 Lawrence Ave- Warwick, R-I
McCurry, GailA.32 Charlesdale Rd. Medfleld- (v
McDonald Mary M-5 Wellington Pl.
McEleney- MarilynJ-M Blsson St- Be-
McEntee, Marie A-28 Hillside Ave- P
McEntee, Owen E-23 1 Algonquin Or.
McGauran, Patricia E.26 Wells St- W
McGill- Barnard J-229 Roger Wms- A.
McGlvei
McGowan, Richard D-Main St- Larchwood Inn- Wakefir
R-l-
McGowan, Steven P- IB Ninigret St- Warwick, R.I.
McKenna, Maureen E.55 Biltmore Ave.. Providence, R
McKenney. Joan H.R.F.D. 4, Smithfield. R.I.
McLaughlin. Karen34 North Country Club Dr.. Warwic
R.I.
McNamara, Stephani A.715 Hope St., Bristol, R.L
Mead. Susan M.Language Oept, URI, Kingston, R.I.
Medeiros, JohnG.43 Mathow Rd- Tiverton, R.I.
Medici, MichaelC59 Church Hill Dr., Cranston, R.I
Mehaiko, Susan L.30 East 36 St., Paterson,
Mahew. Susan G. 19 Prospect St., Greenville- R-L
Meinol, Charies F- ISO Shirley Blvd- Cranston- R-L
Melenkivitz- Edward J-134 18 I 16 Ave- New York, 1
Menasha, Marie36 Buriington St- Providence- R-L
Mendes, Michael A, 12 Craige St- North Providence
Menke- Edythe M-Box 159- North Kmgsiown, R-L
Mentlik, Candice L-52 Viola Dr- Glen Cove- N-Y-
Merdinyan- Marjorie L-^t2 Cresthill Dr., East Greanwl,
Merritt, Carolyn 15 Prospect St- Wert Boylston, Ma;
Mcschlno, LouisT9 Brooks St- Cranrton, R-L
Messlna- Marianne-26 Forest Ave- Old Tappan, N,J
I, Davie
A.40 Privet St., Pa.
-84 Sm
I, Lois A.84 Smith Ave- Greenville, R.I.
James M.63 Revere Ave., West Warwick, R.I
Sandra L 139 Garden Hills Dr- Cranston. R.I
,usan54 Glenwood Dr., North Kingstown, R.I.
ine F.27 Oxford Ave.. Belmont, Mass.
Ooollttle St. Coventry, R.Llller, Elaine h
, Howard D.
Douglas E-0
Itchel
amond Hill Rd. Ashaway. R.
090 Buttonwood Ave. War\
rood Dr., Peace Dale,
Main Rd- PortsmoutI
resell Rd Warwick,
Mitchell, Shawn M.Club House Rd- Coventry,
Mitchell, Thomas F-31 Reynolds Ave- Providen
Modllszewski- Rachele C- 15 Franconla Dr. Crai
Molloy- Edwin A-3085 Shore Or. Merrick, N-Y-
Monahan, Christin C-283 Pulaski St- Coventry,
Monahan, Gail-Star Rout., Essex Junction. Vt-
Montanaro- Nancy E.7 Stone Gate Dr. North K
Montaquila, Joan E, 141 Bretton Woods Or
Montecalvo, Joseph2 194 Cranston St. Cr,
Montgomery- Mark J- 10 Curtis St. Scltual
Moore, Stephani A,5 Ambrose Dr-, Bristol,
Moore, Stephen M.500 Ives Rd- Eart Gre.
Morgan- Gail A-26 Tilley Ave- Newport, R-t
Moriarty Anne M.85 Tyndall Ave., Providence, R.I.
Mor.tz, Barbara F. I I T,mothy Or., Doylestown. Pa.
Morra Jr.. Franklin L.-^9 Klngrtown Rd., Narragansett, R.I.
Morris. James P.317 Swan St., Providence, R-L
Morris- Joseph M.92 Martha St- Pawtucket R-L
Morris. MarilynA18 Palmar PL, Easton Conn-
Morrison- Karen A-620 Liberty St- Braintree, Mass-
Morrocco- StephenL1680 Plainfield Pike- Cranston, R-L
Morrow- Lawrence R-72 19 Golden Rmg Rd- Baltimore Md-
Morse, Charles E.26 North St- Warwick- R-L
Morse, Karen L-271 Love Ln- Warwick- R.I.
Mosher Judith A- 15 Shippee Rd- Eart Greenwich R-L
Moulson- Pauline M36 Woodlawn Ave- Pawtucket, R-L
Mowry- Barbara E.^17 Church St- Latersvllle, R-L
Moy, Peter H.26 Caswell St- Narragansett- R-L
Mulholland- Ann C-Harbour Island- Narragansett- R-L
Muller, RogerF I I Welwyn Rd- Great Neck- N-Y-
Mullln- William 0- 16 Parker St- Lincoln, R-I.
Muivey. ChristinHope Furnace Rd,. Hope, R.I.
Mulvey. SusanBolton St.. Harmony, R.L
Mumford, Betty A.878 Standish Ave., Mountainside. N.J.
Murphy, Christop W. Goose Island Rd.. Narragansett R.I.
Murphy Janet 1. I I Revere St.. Pawlucket R.I.
Murphy, John S.66 Massasoit Dr.. Warwick, R.I.
Murray, Jonathan A.38 Fairway Dr.. Cranrton. R.I.
Murray, Kathryn M.46 Ferncrest Dr., Pawtucket. R.I.
Murray, M,chael J.1520 Rockway Ave,, Lakewood, Ohio
Musco, Jerome 131 Woodland Ave- Cranslon, R.I.
Mycrott. Mary E. 108 SIsson St., Providence, R-I.
Myles. JoyA.608 Lafayette Ave.. Westwood N.J.
Nacci. David M.80 Brettonwoods Dr. Cranston- R-l-
Nadeau- Patricia A-^6 Gray St- Providence, R.I,
Nadeau, Sallyann M-52 Wood Cove Dr. Wood Estate,
Coventry R-L
Naflcy- Hormazd 4 Taft Hall URL Kingston- F-5.
Nagle- Raymond D-20 Homer St- Providence- R-l-
Najarian, Carol E936 Harttord Ave. Johnston R.I.
Najarlan- Harold M- 15 Bracken St- Cranston, R-L
Narcesslan, Patricia A.Rt. 6 Collins Ave. Narragansett. R-l-
Narcesslan, Richard71 Castle Hgts- Ct.. Woonsocket R.l-
Narcessian, Robert P-71 Castle Hgts- Cl- Woonsocket, R,l-
Nass- Ronald D-28 Sampson Ave- North Providence- R-L
Natalo, Agnes A.4 Meadow Dr., West Warwick, R-L
Natale GregoryJ37 Sylv.a Ave- Norlh Prov.dence, R-1.
Nathan, Ralph 182 Sumter St- Providence- R-L
Navas, Frederic J-454 Bayberry Rd- Bonnet Shri-
Narragansett R-L
Negri- WarrenA20 Grandview Ave. Danbury- Conn-
Nelson, Katharin E-757 Main St- Royersford, Pa-
Nelson- MarthaA624 Maple Ave- Barrington- R.L
Neri Angelo P-32 Anthony St- Johnston- R-l-
Nester, James R- 131 I N- W- 66 Ave- Hollywood, Fla,
Neubold- Virginia A76 Education Ln- Portsmouth, R,l-
Neumann- Paula MRFD 2- Canterbury- Conn.
Nev.lle. Steven E.^44 Sewell Rd.. Narragansett. R.I.
Nlchola, Susan D. 82 Cross St.. Central Falls, R.l-
Nicholls- Chariene289 Commonwealth Ave., Warwick, R.L
Nlelsen- AlanP2 Walnut Ridge Rd- Wllmlnglon, Del-
Nloralko- Karen I. 12 Prospect St.. Greenville, R-L
Norris, David T56 Silver Birch Rd- Warwick, R,l-
Norris- Dianne M- I 188 Mala Rd- Riverton- R-I.
Norris. Joseph M. 12 Navy Or- North Kingstown- R-I,
Norton- Paula C53 Allen Ave- East Providence- R-l-
Novak- Barbara A-30 Switch Rd- R.F-D- Hope Valley- R-1.
Nuhn, Clare A.Crescent Or., Albertson, N,Y.
Oakes Robert D.Winnapaug Ave.. Westedy. R.I.
Obrien, Francis J,158 Byron Blvd- Warwick. RJ.
Obrion, Jocelyn A, 15 Monroe St- Pawtucket, R.I.
Obrien John W.5 Cynthia Dr.. North Providence, R,l.
Obnen Kevin P.-665 South Rd. Wakefield, R.I.
Obrien, Patricia A,9'/i Rockland St. Narragansett, R.I,
Oconnor. Brian P.-2064 Mineral Spring, North Providence,
R-l-
Oconnor Robert 0-35 Hemlock St. Central Islip, N-Y-
Odowd, Walter J,40 Humes SI- Providence, R-l-
Ofstie, Richard B- 155 S- Bedford Rd- Chappaqua- N-Y.
Ogrodnik- Cathenn50 Pembroke Ln. Coventry. R.I.
Ojanpera- Maritta K-94 Worcester Rd- Westminster, Mass.
Olean, Paul A-3 Maple Ave. Westerly, R-L
Olsen- Elyse P-32 Dart St- New London Conn.
Olien- Randi C-23 Grand View Dr- Warwick- R-L
Oravec, Mark J. 12 Wilson St- Garden Cily, N-Y.
Orellly, Patricia A,5 Chandler St., North Providence. R.I.
Orner- Ann A._72 South Mam St- Spring Valley- N-Y-
Orton, Abigail K-Amesbury Ln- Little Compton- R-L
Osborne- Kathleen N,-353 Diamond Hill Rd- Warwick, R-L
Otto, Alan C-P-O- Box 651-93 Crystal Beach Monlches-
Ouimelle- Janice 0.- 186 Chapin Ave- Providence, R.I.
Ozar. John G.5548 Orchard Rd., Whitehall, Mich.
Paccasassi. Paula A.33 Wabun Ave., Providence R.I,
Pacelt, Chariene- 175 Saratoga Ave. Pawtucket, R.I.
Pacheco, Stephen P,P. O, Box 140. Kingston. R.L
Paden, Pamela R. 733 Crescent Pkwy. Weslf.eld, N-J-
Palnter, PamelaC I Caroline Ave. Caribou, Me.
Palazio- KarenG4 Lyndon- Warren, R-t
Palazzo- Antonio J-54 Anoka Ave. Barrington- R-L
Palazzola, Raymond J. 135 Wingate Ave. Warwick, R-L
Palmleri III- Anthony-77 King St., Johnston, R.l-
Palmlsclano- Bessie J-384 Angell Rd- Lincoln, R-L
Palo- Robert L. 1 124 Newport Avenue- Pawlucket- R.l-
Pampel, Frederic A.Grovedale St., Warwick, R.I.
Panagiotis, Peter M 29 Grove Ave.. Cranslon, R.I.
Pandozz. Gall M.260 Nausauket Rd., Warwick. R.I.
Pantalone, John V.44 Lawn St.. Providence, R.I.
Pantelakis. Charles P. 42 Farrar St., Cranslon. R.I.
Papa Frank R.23 Rose Cl. Narragansett. R.I.
Papa. Judith M.65 Old Post Rd., Wakefield, R.I.
Papertslan, Robert J,480 Worlhington Ridge, Berlin, Conn.
Papitto. Bevedy A.242 Brettonwoods Dr.. Cranston. R.I,
Paquette, Marcolle S. 14 Clairmoor Dr.. Nashua, N.H.
Parascandolo, Nancy M.15 Bowen St- Johnston, R.I,
Parenteau, Diane L.Hill Farm Rd.. Coventry. RJ.
Parenti, Frank A- 37 Bndgton Rd- Cranslon R-L
Parker, Nancy R44 Parker St- Wesl Warwick, R-L
Parker, Raymond F, 108 Woodward Ave- East Providence,
R.l-
Parsons. PhilipG195 Robinson Ave- Pawlucket- R-L
Partington, Irene R-61 ScotI Rd. Seekonk, Mass.
Pasguarelli, Lore J-_27 Scotland Rd-, Cranston. R-L
Passarelli- Thomas J.Box 276- Kingston- R-I.
Passoff- Todd L-22 Gordons Corner Rd- Engllshtown- N-J-
Pattle- KennethP24 Greenhill St- West Warwick- R-L
Pawlowskl- Mary A-13 Ferris St- South River- N-J-
Payne ElizabetC91 Maplewood Dr- East Greenwich, R-l-
Payton- David G-40 Greenfield St. Powtucket, R.I-
Records- Paul G- 105 Fairgrounds Rd- West Kingston, R,l-
Reddy, Stephen-^3 Smith Ave- Niantic- Conn-
Regan, Jeffrey B-33 Hill St- Newburyport, Mass-
Reilly- William T-863 Kingstown Rd- Peace Dale- R-L
Reimer, Jean740 Summit Ave- River Edge- N-J-
Reimer III- Robert E 16 Baldwin Rd- Middletown, R-L
Roinke, Kathleen M-924 South Knight- Park Rldgo- IlL
Rello- Marylin A-- 1 8 Valley Or. Bristol. R-L
Reyaolds- David M61 Upper College Rd- Kingston, R-L
Reynolds- Donna L.2 Mansion Ave- Narragansett, R.I.
Reynolds, Sandra83 Wilbur Ave., Cranston, R.I.
Reynolds, SharonA,164 Washington Rd., Wert Barrington
Rosen, Cad H. 14 Scarborough Rd., Pawtucket, R.I.
Rosenbloom, Linda B.7 1 Emeline St., Providence. R.L
Rosenfeld. Sally M.Laurel Rd.. Woodbridge, Conn.
Rosenthal, Donald G.^55 Glenwood Ln., Eart Meadow. N.Y-
Ross- Maureen E- 7 Blossom St., Rockland, Mess.
Rotella, Thomas G.222 Woodbine St.. Cranslon, R.L
Rotenberg, Barry S. 135 Carr St.. Providence, R.I.
Rousseau, William H. 153 Laurens St., Cranrton, R.I.
Roy Jr.. Peter J.99 Lonsdale St., Wert Warwick, R.I.
Rubin. Steven M. 127 Jordan Rd- Brookhne, Mass,
Rudgers. George E.Box 390 R-R- I, Exeter, R-L
Rugglero, Patricia A- 144 Modena Ave- Providence, R.L
Russell, Stanley J. I Railroad St., Peace Dale, R-l-
Ryan, Janet B-+7 Webb Ave. Ocean Grove, N-J.
Ryan, Marianne G. 157 King St.. Warwick. R.L
Ryan, ThomasR38 Advent St. North Kingstown, R.L
Rydberg, Richard E.76 Chapmans Ave., Warwick, R.I.
Ryle. Janel C2901 Beveriy Rd., Camp Hill, Pa.
Sabatlni, John M.20 Rosewood Ave- Cranston, R.I.
Sabafini, Patricia A.^6 Grotto Ave., Pawtucket, R.I.
Sabula, Gary 0. IOO Rogers Ave- Barrington, R.I.
Sack, Steven A.256 Willlrton Way, Pawtucket, R,l.
Saglio, Robert G.Glen Rock Rd,. West Kingston, R.I,
Sahagian, Marcia L. 138 Lexington Ave., Providence. R.L
Salvatore, William L.32 Chapin Ave- Providence, R.I.
Sanford, Donna E. 139 Vancouver Ave., Warwick. R.I.
Sanger, GraycoA.Box 189 Diamond Hill Rd.. Cumbedand,
R.I.
Santaniello, Alan S. 105 Langdon St., Providence, R.I.
Sardiello, Robert J.23 Haddon Hill Rd.. Cranston. R.I.
Saraoff, Mitchell I.3319 Poplar St- Oceanside, N.Y.
Saucier, Russell J,95 Newark St- Providence, R,I.
Sawchuk, Brian302 North Main St., Cohasset. Mass.
Sawyer, Carl D. 175 Arlington Ave- Providence. R.I.
Sawyer, Elizab.t T, 175 Arlington Ave., Providence, R.I.
Saxon, Mark S.226 Adams St., Warwick. R.L
Saylor, Jo A.7109 Elizabeth Dr- McLean Va.
Scalera, Nicholas J.5 Brighton St., Providence. R.I.
Scallin, Joseph P. 107 Mt. Vernon Blvd. Pawtucket, R.I,
Scanlon, John L. 103 Garden St- Pawtuckel, R.I.
Sceery, Maryann T._31 Trappers Ln., East Greenwich, R.L
Schaffer, Robert E-82 Bristol Ferry Rd- Portsmouth, R-I.
Schaufler- SandraE207 Hwy- 36, West K.ansburg, N-J-
Schauman, Undsay A-250 Clover Hills Dr- Rochester- N-Y -
Scheak, Karen E 103 Austin Ave- Greenville- R.I.
Schoinberg, Laura H.21 Noll Terr., Clifton, N.J.
Schenck, Jane M.2000 Eart Ocean Blvd., Stuart, Fla.
Schenck, William E-5 Vose St- Apt 3, Westerly, R.I.
Schjang, Evita D.St. John Christlansted. St, Croix, V,l,
Schmelzer. Saul J.50 Toppa Blvd., Newport, R.I.
Schold, Karen G.666 Main St., Shrewsbury, Mass.
Schultz. Donald R.3 San Marcos Dr.. Monroe, N.Y.
Schunke, Peter W.10 George St.. Wakefield, Rl.
Schwartz, Patricia E. 19 Hamilton Ave- Wayne, N.J.
Schwart, SusanC20 Dakota St., Providence, R.L
Schweikart, WalterA.34 Walker St. West Warwick, R,l.
Scialla, Geraldin M-55 Echo Dr. Warwick- R-L
Scott, Carol L-3438 Pine Tree Terr. Falls Church, Va-
Scotti, Nancy J.64 Balch St. Pawtucket- R.I.
Seldon, Michele R. I 108 Landls Ave- Vineland, N,J.
Senape, Vicki A.7 Normandy Rd., Wakefield, R.I.
Senecal, Raye J.26 Oswald St., Pawtucket, R.L
Senerchla- Stephen W-85 Tillinghast Ave. Warwick- R-t
Sgardelis, Katherin33 Parsons Rd- Uncoln Park, N-J-
Shadford- Anne M89 Silkey Rd- North Granby, Conn-
Shannon, MichaelC3 1 New Lexington Rd- North
Kingstown- R-t
Shaver, Ronald E.6 School St- Medway- Mass-
Shaw- Melodie B- 3 Roy Ave- Middletown, R-l-
Shaw, RobertA.P- O- Box 126. Kingston, R-I.
Shawver, Paul A-39 Rowe Ave- Warwick- R-L
Shea, Patrick 0.-7 Harrington St- Newport, R,l-
Shepard, Deborah J.6 Wolf Hill Rd- Esmond- R-L
Sherman, Daryl S. 199 Jenckes St- Woonsocket, R-L
Sherman, Susan J- Sakonnet Poinl, Little Compton, R-I.
Sherwood- Robert W,^l Friendship Ave- Warwick- R.L
Shields, Michael A. 181-42 Aberdeen Rd.. Jamaica, N.Y.
Shoemaker, Benjamin A- 190 Point Rd- Little Silver- N-J-
Silbert, Elizabet A-40 Highllnd Ave- Great Neck, N-Y-
Silva, Ernert R-270 Heather St- Cranston, R.I.
Sllverberg, Wendy J-270 Garllnd St- Bangor, Me-
Silverman, Arnold H-292 Aqueduct Rd- Cranston- R-1.
Silvestro- Charles A-106 Russo St- Providence, R.l-
Silvestro, KeanethC62 Clyde Ave- East Providence- R-I.
Simmons- Kenneth G-256 Maple St- Warwick, R.l-
Simpson- Alan L. I I Standard Ave- Wert Warwick, R-l-
Skolnik, Lynne P. 1319 Alden Terr- Union, N,J,
Slavin, Gary L. I I Locurt St. Winchendon. Mass-
Smalley, Lee J-51 5 Woodland Rd. Woonsocket, R-l-
Smith, Eric M-33 Prospect St. Norwich, Conn,
Smith, Linda K- 1 156 Wayne Ave. Lansdale, Pa-
Smith, NeilS90 Central St. Narragansett, R-I.
Snegg, Ruth M. I I Riverfarm Rd., Cranrton, R.I.
Snow- Harry U-516 Whalehead Rd. Gales Ferry, Conn.
Snyder, Lawrence R.759 Atwood Ave., Cranston, R,l.
Solinger, Rosalind A-34 Leslie St. Cranston. R.l-
Solomon- William 5.- 1 12 Mawney St- Eart Greenwich, R.L
Somberg, Neil N.518 Queen St- Westbury, N,Y.
Soitsa- Angela64 Monroe Ave- Bristol, R-L
Sowinskl, Margaret L-Log Road R-F-D- J, Smithfield, R-I.
Spaulding, Marion L-^0 Spring St., Hope Valley, R.I.
Spaziano, Anthony J. ISO Madison Ave- Cranston- R.L
Spencer, Julia L, 17 Concord Ln- Convent Station- N.J-
Spero, SusanA336 Blvd- Middletown, R-L
Spicer, RobertA,654 Great Rd- North Smithfield, R-L
Splegel, Hermann C. 16 Spring St., Westerly, R.I.
Spring, JeffreyCAbsalona Rd. Chepachet, R,l,
Sqoiers, ThomasS 19 Academy St- Hallowell- Me-
St- Amend- Alan R-^5 Fairview Ave- Coventry- R-L
Stevenson- Kathleen A-55 Whitcomb Rd- Riverside- R.I.
Steward- MelaG360 Lloyd Ave- Providence, R-L
Stewart James P- 15 Tincley Or- Cumberiand, R,l-
Stewart, MaryR- R- 4 Box 386A, Narragansett, R.l.
Stewart, Warren H, 1009 Beechwood Ln- Vestal, N.Y.
St- Germain, Lorraine L,400 Woodbine St- Cranston, R.I.
Stickney, Sandra E.5300 Post Rd- East Greenwich- R-I.
Stolarz. Thom
Stone, Freda
p.- 35 Hartiman Ave.. Sloatsburg. N.Y-
.ne251 State Ave. North Tiverion, R-L
Jrew W-Peckham Rd- Little Compton,
ie21 Belgrade Ave- Pawtucket R,l-
s ERay Hill Rd- Eart Haddam, Conn,
. 128 Reservoir Ave- Providence. R.L
Stramm- Stephen R-2141 Walnut PI- Cmnaminsc
Strijek, Ronald L5 Aster St. Schenectady, N-Y-
Sugarman, Ruth A.93 Bluff Ave- Cranston- R-t
Sullivan- Dennis B- 17 Marshall Ln- Middlelown- I
Sullivan, Donald P-762 Atwells Ave- Providence-
Sullivan- GeraldP41 Howard St- Norwood, Ma
Sulli Port
sn- Rae C- 125 Roger W,IIIar
jn, Trmothy J.762 Atwells A
Slno53 Penn St-, Provrdanc!
riand- Linda L IB Child Ln-
, CynthiaAf i Or- Cra
Swan, Sheryl E.57 Lakeview Rd, Lincoln
Sweeney- Michael E.58 Olymp.a Ave- I
Sweeten- Clifford L-Bo. I 7 I , Hope Vail,
Swider, Lucille J.R-F-D. 3 Wesl Rd- Sal
Szepatowski, Helen 0- I Gregory Ct- B,
Tabakln, Donna L,2 Forest Ave- Manue
Taber, Susan J 15 Ocean Ave- Riversid
Tabor- Carl J. 12 5unnys.de Ave- Bnsto
Talbert, M
Tananbaur
-85 Sw, iLn-
n E58 state St- Waste
I, JoanC27I4EVJ
HOC Longview Or-
Narragansetl- R.l-
Thomas, Cynlhia D-95 Dohm Ave- Guilford Conn.
Thompson. Adele M. 168 Ashley St., Cranston. R.L
Thompson, Bradford W.Potter Hill Rd- Westedy, R,l
Thomson, Joel E. 787 Pontiac Ave- Cranston- R-L
Thornton- William A-6 Fatima Rd- Warwick- R-L
Thrssher- TimothyC-76 Scarborough Rd- Manchester
Conn.
Thurber, Thomas A.700 Beverage Hill Ave- Pawtuck.
Tillinghast, Suzanne C28 Walker Ave. Lincoln, R,l-
Tlshkevich, RonaldA545 Neptune Ave. Brooklyn- N
Toole- Richard J- I I Wamsutta Ave- Barrington R-L
Tcothlll- Lynn T-5 Crert St- Sprmgfleld, Mass,
Tow, MayJ175 Jewett Si- Providence, R-L
Traynor, Priscilla 1 112 Alden Rd- Alexandria, Va.
Treblsaccl, Michael-76 EasI Ave. Westerly. R-L
Troiano- John B.6 1 Upper College Rd- Kingston- R-I
krihur F-864G R- R. '
s Klngst
Trum
Tryder, Deborah L- I Circle Or-, Bedford, N.H-
Tsapakos- WendyA-Knotty Oak Rd- Fairhvn 6 Coventry,
R,l.
Tuchapsky, Carolyn354 Cass Ave- Woonsocket- R-L
Turano, Thomas A-61 Bellevue Ave- Westerly- R-L
Turner. Janel M- 17 Bedlow Ave- Newport, R.I.
Twarog- FrankRiverview Ave- Bristol, R-l-
Ulles, Barbara I-37 Hubbard St- Westedy, R-l-
Unda, Denise C-53 Laura Ln- Stoughton, Mass.
Upham. Sandra P. 1 12 Fort Ave- Cranston- R-1.
Upham, Wil'iam B-55 Mayfair Rd- Warwick- R.L
Vacca- Frank L-47 Perkins Ave- Westerly, R.l-
Vacca- Richard C- 14 John St- Westerly, R-l-
Valimahomed, Salim A-Box 7733, Nairobi ' Kenya
Vallande- RoccoA225 Heather St. Cranston R.I.
Vanable, Eleanor D. 19 Dixwell Ave. Cranrton, R.I,
Vandale, Bruce L.-l 1 Gloria St- Pawtuckel, R.I,
Vaughn, JudithA. 151 Pocahontas Dr.. Warwick. R.I.
Ventrone. Deborah C Dutchtown Rd, Rd. 2, Belle Meade
Very Janice M.-38 Fuller St. Warwick R.I.
Vlck. Lee W 24 Barre Ct.. Warwick, R.I
Vloira. Katherin M-29 Douglas St-, Jamertown, R-I.
Villagran, Eduardoc,ro 4 Tatt Hall URI Kingston, F.S.
Vlllanl, Donnalee L. 36 Schodeld St., Providence, R,l.
Vincent. Stephen P.41 Amherst Rd. Cranston R.I.
Viti Jane M.278 Chases Ln.. Middletown, R.I.
Vltrano. Salvator V.205 Davis Ave- Hackensack, N.J.
Vonvlllas, Barbara A.4 Ruth St., Middletown, R.I.
Votta, Jill S,60 Royal Ave- Providence. R.L
Vouras, Carol Z.84 Division St. Newport- R-l-
Waddinglon- John F 22 Hobson Ave- North Providence
R-I.
Wade William H.612 Fairmount St., Woonsocket, R.I.
Wagner, Jean E. 16 Garden Dr., Lincoln, R.I.
Wagner, Naomi J.9902 Hedin Dr.. Stiver Spring, Md
Wainger. JeffreyM.485 Dunster Dr. West Hampslead
Walsh. Dennis F241 California Ave- Providence, R.I.
Walsh, Donna M.Old Port Rd., Charlestown, R.I.
Walsh wn. R.I.
Walter, JeanC91 Old Great Rd.. Slatersville. R.I.
Wardle. JamesC291 Mam St.. F,skev,lle, R.I.
Wardwell, Barbara-^6 Highland St. Reading Mass.
Warren, William E, 195 North Country Club, Warwick,
Warwick Stuart A. 21 Taconic Rd- Livingston. N.J.
Waterman. BraytonC I 149 Frenchtown Rd.. East
Greenwich. R.I.
Waterman. Kathie J.Angell Rd., Cumberland, R.I.
Waters Linda D.-6 Angworthy Rd- R.F.D- Westerly- Rl
Watklns, Elizabet S-Box 277 Rt- I A- Saunderstown, R-I
Watson- Arthur J- 139 Cashing Ave- Williston Park, N,l
Watson, Mary S- 1406 Boyce Ave- Baltimore- Md-
Webstar, Bradley J,69 Narragansett Ave- Narragansett
-Tom J Rd-
Weiner Eileen R- I Memorial Rd- Providence R-L
Weiner Roberta L-3101 Danny P.c St- Metnior La-
Weinlraub- Stuart I I Dexterdale Rd- Providence. R-L
Weisman- ElizabetA190 Eighth St. Providence, R-L
Welch, Celine M-13 Lakeside Dr. Esmond, R-L
Weich, Dennis W- 1 1 Briarfield Rd- Barrington- R-L
Welch, Paul T- 10 Hickory Rd- Southboro, Mass.
Wentz, JoraldinG.50 Robert Ave. Pori Chester, N-Y-
Wesl, Susan M,202 Alabama Ave. Providence- R-L
Westcott- DouglasW-35 Collation Circ- North Kingstov
R-L
Weston Rodney E-_424 Biriows Landing, Pocassett, Mas!
Wexler- Lois B35-43 fl4 St- Jackson His- N-Y.
Weygand, RobertA- IA3 Rolens Dr- Grad Apt., Kingstoi
Whaley, David A.30 Elam St.. North Kingstown, R.L
Wheeler. Thomas E.Univ. Gardens Apt. 5C2, Kingston, R.I.
Wheless, Kenneth D-Lee St. Westerly- R.L
White Adelle A-330 Red Chimney Dr. Warwick- R-l-
Wh,te Craig W-24 Livingston St. Lincoln- R-L
Whito Janice LTunmore Rd- R-F-D- 4 Esmond, R.l,
Whlte, Robert P.680 Mala Ave. Bay Head- N-J-
Wb,lney- Marilyn R.222 Rocky Poinl Ave. Warwick- R.L
Whyte Joseph P.87 Pidge Ave., Pawtucket, R-L
Whyte- Rollln C-64 Pleasant St- North Kingslown- R-L
Kurt R-18 Somerset Rd- Cranston- R-L
r, Bonnie R,37 Market Dr., Syosset, N Y,
er, Albert F. 196 Algonquin Dr. Warwick, R-L
,, DouglasA-271 Draper Ave. Warwick, R-L
r- Brian G.650 Tower H.ll Rd. North Kingstown R-I.
ms, Hugh A- I Mechanic St- Wakefield, R,l-
ns, Lawrence W-82 South St- Wesl Haven, Conn.
,, Donald 0. 1 1 Marion Rd- Kingston, R-1.
,- HenryR26 Old Washington Rd- Ridgefield, Conn,
mny- Marjorie L- 74 Sunny Cove Dr- Warwick- R-I.
rbottom, James J.415 Chertnut St. Warwick, R.L
er Judith K900 Deer Rd- Bryn Mawr, Pa-
Darnel A-349 Vine St- Pawtucket- R I.
Wolff Susan M- I 19 84 St- Brooklyn- N-Y-
Wolian, Dennis M84 Norwood Ave- Cranston- R-L
Woo, WanCc/o 4 Taft Hall URI, Kingslon, F.S.
Wood, David A.41 Pawluxet Terr. Wesl Warwick, R-1.
Wood, Robert S.David Dr. Purdys Sta., New York, N.Y.
Woodmansee. John E.Main St., Carolina. R.L
Woods, Nancy J.73 Meredith Dr.. Cranston, R.I.
Woodward, Margaret D.Rd, 2 Woodward Rd- Engllshtown.
Woolf, Barry P.57 Capwell Ave.. Pawtucket. R.I.
Worrell, Marie E.22 Bangor St.. Warwick, R.I.
Yaghoobian Nathalie G. 39 Pinewood Dr. North
Providence, R-l-
Yoagley- Geoffrey L9 Fairview Or- Bristol, R.I,
Yenoli, Roy J, 19 Wesl Maple Or- New Hyde Park, N.Y-
Young, Carol A-75 Ganung Dr- Ossining- N-Y-
Young- Gregory J-40 Greene St- Slatersville, R-l-
Young- Mark E- 106 Elder Ave- Riverside- R.L
Young, Neil B.261 Williston Way- Pawtucket, R,l-
Zabilskl- Jean F.^tl I Central Ave., Johnrton, R.I.
Zachok, Marlene C53 Kiwanis Dr.. Wayne, N,J.
Zambrano, Paul J.225 Fairfax Dr., Warwick, R.I.
Zarick, Susan M25 Elm St- Westtiold. N-J-
Zartarlan- Robert J 1 13 Twin Oak Or- Warwick- R-1-
Zlman, HelaineF2 Aldon Terr-, Bloomfield, N,J.
Zimmerman, MichaelR2 Lighthouse Ln- Old Greenwich,
Conn-
Zisserson- Shayna F-73 Western Promenade- Cranston, R.I
Zutly- Robert N 10 Embassy Ct. Great Neck- N.Y-




